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2016

2017

Sales of all group entities (cumulative)

2,527

2,926

Sales (fully consolidated)

1,719

2,037

– of which in Germany

887

937

– of which international

832

1,100

Equity and equity investments

775

865

Investments

229

229

Workplaces at year’s end

10,438

12,480

(full-time equivalents)

8,733

10,765

– of which in Germany

6,925

7,225

– of which international

3,513

5,255

– of which temporary employment

343

444

– of which apprentices and trainees

197

220

		

PHILOSOPHY

KEY FIGURES OF THE
GAUSELMANN GROUP

in EUR million

We are an internationally active family-owned
company, committed to providing leisure-time
entertainment and gaming fun with small
stakes and prizes, being always true to our
motto ‘More than a game’.
Our core competences – content, technology
and operating – enable us to offer top-quality
games anywhere it is permitted and at any time
based on the respective legislative framework.

We stand for responsible gaming: the latest insights into prevention and consumer protection
continually flow into our product range.
Alongside our products, our employees play a
major role in ensuring that our entire offering
sets the highest benchmarks.
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TO OUR BUSINESS
PARTNERS

Behind us lies a very special year with many
wonderful moments and memories. One unforgettable highlight – of the 2017 business year
and the entire history of the company – was the
celebration of the company’s 60th anniversary
in September. On three fantastic days, we celebrated with the family, customers, business
partners and our employees, a magnifcient
event held in a gigantic tent city at the development and production site in Lübbecke, one of
the two headquarters of our company.
We were able to welcome well over 20,000
guests to the celebrations; 12,000 came to the
open day alone. The party was simply incredible
and exceeded our wildest expectations. As an
entrepreneurial family, we are very proud that
we were able to offer our employees, guests
from near and far and the people in the region
good entertainment throughout our anniversary
celebrations. To give you a brief overview, we
have documented the company’s history and
the anniversary event on several special pages
of this annual report; thus bringing the 2017 anniversary year to a close.
But where there is so much light, there is also
some shadow: in terms of legislation, which is
inseparably linked to gaming fun with and for
(small) stakes, negative developments have
continued. For example the wholly dispropor-

tionate efforts to intensify the regulation of the
German arcade market. Thus, implementation
of the new Gaming Ordinance and the corresponding state arcade laws in Germany continued to occupy us. Unfortunately, in its June
2017 ruling, the Federal Constitutional Court
confirmed most of the severe legal restrictions
on German arcades, so that some concessions
have already been required to be closed. This
trend continued in the first months of 2018. For
us, this decision against quality is still incomprehensible, and we will continue to fight with
all our might for every single arcade and every
single job.
Despite the problems in the German core
market, thanks to expansion abroad the 2017
financial year was extremely successful from
an economic point of view. Cumulative sales of
all entities in the Gauselmann Group were up
by 15.8 per cent to 2.93 billion euros. Adjusted
for intragroup sales, sales revenues climbed by
18.5 per cent to 2.04 billion euros – an increase
of 318 million euros. Hand in hand with this, the
number of employees rose in the same period
by 2,042 to total 12,480 games makers worldwide. All in all a very good result.

Armin Gauselmann

Paul Gauselmann
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TO OUR BUSINESS
PARTNERS

What are the reasons for our continued economic success? The first thing to mention
here is our modern games, i.e. the content.
Only by providing gaming enthusiasts with
interesting games and great entertainment
can developers secure long-term market success. This is something we recognised a long
time ago and we therefore currently operate
16 game design studios around the globe –
with an upward trend. In this context, it is
also important to take the broader view: for
example, our British subsidiary Blueprint is
extremely successful at putting our games
on the Internet. Unfortunately, this is still not
permissible in Germany.
Another success factor is the increasing internationalisation of the group. On the one hand,
this makes us less dependent on individual
markets and market developments, but on
the other hand it is also very challenging in
terms of organisation. Incidentally, this development applies to all three business segments:
• Merkur (games, machines,
payment systems),
• Gaming operations (arcades, casinos,
cruise ship casinos, online casinos) and
• Sports betting.

New target markets are gradually being
opened up in all areas and existing business activities are being intensified. It is very
gratifying to note that sales in international
business are for the first time higher than
national sales in 2017.
We would especially like to highlight our
investments in the land-based and ships
casinos segments, which are developing
very positively. With Spielbank Berlin and TUI
Cruises “Mein Schiff 1”, we have gained prestigious partners for our offerings.
This international expansion is made possible by the clear objective, but also by the
willingness to invest supported by the entrepreneurial family. The Gauselmann Group
invested 229 million euros in 2017, matching
the high level of previous years. The largest
single investments were the acquisition of
around 120 arcades in Serbia and numerous
sports betting offices in Germany. Some of
these investments are accompanied by significant increases in market share – notably in
all three business segments.

In the Gauselmann Group we focus on quality.
Whether for slot machine operator, sports
betting franchisee or player, we offer well
thought-out concepts for everyone ‘from the
field for the field’. This is also evidenced by
the numerous awards that our company received in 2017, such as Top National Employer,
Most Popular Gaming Arcade, Best Place to
Learn and HEALTHY COMPANIES in gold.
Our activities in the field of prevention are also
of high quality. For us as a leading manufacturer of slot machines, operators of exemplary
arcades, casinos and online casinos as well as
a provider of sports betting, prevention has
been an integral part of our corporate philosophy and internal guidelines for many years.
With the development of the biometric FACECHECK admission system, which is far superior
to previous systems in terms of handling,
security and data protection, we have once
again underlined our innovative capability. In
2017, FACE-CHECK was continuously developed
and installed in numerous arcades.
All this would not be possible without our employees, to whom we would like to take this
opportunity to express our sincere thanks.

Every day, they set new benchmarks with their
commitment, motivation and passion and lay
the foundation for our business success. With
the introduction of the ‘games makers 2.0’
social intranet in 2017, we launched a ground
breaking project to network all employees in
the medium term and create a new digital
home for them.
Things will remain exciting in the new financial year. In 2018, we will have a real
Herculean task to accomplish with the conversion or retrofitting of all gaming machines
installed in Germany in compliance with the
new Technical Directive 5.0 that will accompany us until the deadline, 10 November 2018.
In addition, we intend to conquer the sports
betting market in Germany. Here we expect
great things from signing up world champion
Lukas Podolski as XTiP brand ambassador. The
world footballer is the perfect face for our
modern, fresh and sometimes cheeky sports
betting offering in shops and on the Internet.
We will also further intensify our activities in
the field of online gaming – this is where the
future lies.
Yours sincerely,
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RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

“ULTRA-HD TECHNOLOGY PRESENTED THE GAUSELMANN GROUP’S GAME DESIGN
TEAMS WITH CHALLENGES IN BOTH THE FIELD OF GRAPHICS AND IN NEW AND EXCITING TASKS DURING 2017. THE LARGER DESIGN OF THE REELS OPENS UP COMPLETELY
NEW GRAPHICAL AND MATHEMATICAL POSSIBILITIES – A TOPIC THAT WILL CONTINUE
TO OCCUPY THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT TEAMS THROUGH 2018.”
DR WERNER SCHROER, MANAGEMENT BOARD MEMBER, TECHNOLOGY
Innovations are the basis of the success of the
Gauselmann Group and are the engine for its
dynamic, international growth. Worldwide, 16
development teams are engaged in the creation and implementation of innovative ideas
in existing and new products, applications and
system solutions for land-based and online
markets. This always takes account of legal and
social parameters as well as global and national
trends.
The capabilities of the highly qualified employees form the basis of success within the
research and development activities of the
Gauselmann Group. The number of employees
continues to rise, both in Germany and abroad.
By the end of 2017, more than 700 people – corresponding to around 5.6 per cent of the total
workforce – were employed in research and development (2016: around 600). One example of
this growth is the acquisition, at the end of the
past financial year, of the British development
company Games Warehouse to strengthen the
development activities of multi-platform devel-

oper Blueprint Gaming. The teams at the main
development location Lübbecke as well as
those of sports betting provider Cashpoint and
the payment services company Euro Payment
Group also grew significantly.
In addition, an independent research unit was
set up within Merkur Gaming India that, completely detached from day-to-day business,
deals with new technologies and trends and
stands for creative and unusual approaches.
The aim is to explore innovative technologies
that can further optimise the product or game
experience. In 2017, we developed the prototype of a game for online applications – based
on virtual reality – that will generate even
greater user acceptance and allow the creation
of completely new elements of tension. This
test is a first step towards using new technologies to create added value for the games of
the Gauselmann Group. The prototype will be
presented for the first time at the G2E trade fair
in Las Vegas in autumn 2018.

One of the highlights and also a milestone for
research and development in 2017 was the
group’s 60th anniversary celebration. Especially
against the background of the new Technical
Directive (TD) 5.0 valid for the German market,
the transition period for which ends in autumn
2018, numerous new cabinet forms were developed and presented at the celebration.
Considerable additional measures regarding
consumer and player protection have also been
incorporated into the development of new and
existing products; on the basis of the current
Gaming Ordinance. These will be phased in
gradually in accordance with a Federal Council
decision, in particular to give the industry time
to implement the requirements, some of which
have a high degree of technical complexity. TD
5.0 brings considerable changes for players,
operators and manufacturers, and the replacement of all machines on the market is a great
challenge.

of minors, and on the other hand the so-called
financial stick to protect the fiscal data in the
machine, which allows subsequent changes to
be reliably detected. In this way, the tax authorities can check whether or not the basic
data for tax assessment purposes has been
manipulated.
In future, there will generally be two types of
player cards – the reusable, machine-specific
player card and the demand-driven player card,
which is only generated once for a machine and
loses validity afterwards. There is also a demand-oriented industry solution defined in the
VDAI (“German Industry Association for Coinoperated Amusement and Vending Machines”),
which all manufacturers will offer in Version 2
of TD 5.0.

The main additional requirements in Version
2 of TD 5.0 are on the one hand a machinespecific identification device in various versions,
which primarily serves to ensure the protection

Wiesn Time is a new game
with a regional component
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RESEARCH AND
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To take account of the new technical directive,
which will come into force on 11 November
2018, the Gauselmann Group has developed a
completely new, innovative product line, which
is aligned with the legal regulations as well as
with customer demands. Probably the most farreaching new development of the 2017 financial
year is the M-MOTION curved case, which uses
ultra-HD technology and with its curved 43-inch
touch display enables the presentation of unconventional game content. The first machines
are already being tested in the Merkur Spielbanken Sachsen-Anhalt. The curved cabinet
will be rolled out internationally this year and
will also be marketed for German arcades from
summer 2018. The curved shape of the screen
is used to display special game features on the
machine. The ultra-HD technology with even
higher resolution used for this confronted the
Gauselmann Group’s game design teams with
challenges in the field of graphics as well as exciting tasks in 2017. Video graphic designers can
now display graphics in even more detail, and
the larger design of the reels opens up completely new mathematical possibilities.
The Gauselmann Group developed the HIGHLINE upright cabinet and the SMARTLINE wallmounted full-HD multigamer for the gastronomy market but also for amusement arcades,
which often have corresponding space require-

Latest cabinet innovations

ments. The two additional start buttons on the
side of each console create a pinball feeling.
In line with TD 5.0 Version 2, all cabinets also
display the type and approval number automatically via an electronic e-paper display. The
HIGHLINE cabinet will additionally be marketed
internationally, for example in Spain, the UK
and South-East Europe.
With the Merkur Bet Book Basic S that was
developed last year for the sports betting providers XTiP and Cashpoint, the research and
development department has launched a costreduced betting terminal into the market that
promises maximum service friendliness and
security, especially for technical personnel.
The separate technical and cash area, as well
as the printer flap, significantly facilitate operation and maintenance of the betting terminal.
Optionally, the Merkur Bet Book Basic S can be
enhanced to include additional features such as
coin and note dispenser. Coin and note acceptance, ticket printer, barcode scanner and NFC
card reader have also been integrated.
The prototypes of the single games Taco Tuesday and Amulet of the Pharaoh were presented
for the first time at the industry fair in Las Vegas
in 2017. Their development phase was completed by the end of the year and they entered
the marketing phase at ICE 2018. These are

the first two games developed by Sunshine
Games, the new Las Vegas-based game design
team created specifically for the US and other
international markets. The USA and many South
American countries look back on a long tradition when it comes to visual display terminals.
In the majority of these markets there are no
restrictions on the number of machines it is permitted to install, and the desire for entertainment clearly predominates.
In 2017, the company also successfully entered
the Argentine market with a single game line.
The main product line of the Gauselmann Group
is still focused on multigamers, both nationally
and internationally. However, in some markets
players are not used to multigamers, since with
hardly any restrictions on the installation space
there is no call for them. The first single-gamers
for these markets have derived from the existing games portfolio. Furthermore, additional
special games were developed, for example
the black-and-white game Win City. Due to the
huge success of the new single-gamers after
only a short time, a complete line for this area
is currently being developed. However, games
of this type are much more complex to develop than a normal multigamer game, as they
contain significantly more graphics and hidden
gimmicks.

In the UK, all arcades of the Gauselmann subsidiary Praesepe were networked with the
specially developed server-based gaming system MARS in 2017. Thus, the rollout was successfully completed. More than 9,000 machines
are now connected to the MARS system. MARS
remains on the development agenda for 2018
as well, as the software is continuously being
further enhanced and adapted to new requirements. Direct feedback from the field allows
available data, for example utilisation and cash
balances of the machines, to be generated
even faster.
2017 was strongly influenced by preparations
for the introduction of the new generation of
gaming machines in accordance with TD 5.0
in the German market for 2018. Thanks to the
extensive and innovative product portfolio
now available, the Gauselmann Group is optimistic about 2018. Internationally, research and
development in 2017 was characterised by the
further perfection of products for the diverse
requirements of the international markets, for
example for Argentina.
In the current financial year, research and development will focus increasingly on the consistent introduction of ultra-HD technology and
its creative use for all markets by the game
design teams.

Games as the basis of success
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1957

Paul Gauselmann launches his sideline in
the company Elisabeth Gauselmann OHG
as a vending machine operator, initially
with 17 Bergmann jukeboxes manufactured by the Harting company. With no
equity capital of his own, a crossed bill
of exchange for 100,000 D-Marks over 24
monthly instalments.

Foundation of the wholesale company “Gauselmann
automaten center” in Espelkamp.

Elisabeth
Gauselmann OHG

Full entrepreneurial independence: jukebox operator, 300 machines in the gastronomy sector, production and accessories for the industry (e.g. key safes and
2,500 converted jukeboxes, dubbed the
‘new outfit’).

Brother Willi Gauselmann joins the company – Gebrüder Gauselmann GbR.

1957

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

Brother Eugen Gauselmann joins –
Gebrüder Gauselmann GmbH.

1963

1964

Paul Gauselmann is appointed Chairman
of the DAV in North Rhine-Westphalia and
Vice President of the German Vending Machine Operators’ Association (“Zentralverband der Organisationen des AutomatenAufstell-Gewerbes” – ZOA).

Revenue tops one million D-Marks for the
first time.
Paul Gauselmann is appointed to the board
of the German AWP Association (“Deutscher Automaten-Verband e.V.” – DAV).

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

Idea and start of development
of a proprietary gaming machine.
Foundation of adp Automaten
GmbH in Espelkamp.

1972
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MERKUR BUSINESS
SEGMENT

Gaming fun made by Merkur

“DESPITE THE DIFFICULT SITUATION IN THE SECTOR IN GERMANY, ADP GAUSELMANN
GMBH CAN LOOK BACK ON A SUCCESSFUL FINANCIAL YEAR 2017. ALTHOUGH THE MARKET ITSELF IS SHRINKING, OUR MARKET SHARE CONTINUES TO GROW. AND WE HAVE
ALSO ACHIEVED IMPORTANT SUCCESS AT INTERNATIONAL LEVEL. LAST YEAR THE SHARE
OF FOREIGN SALES WAS OVER A THIRD.”
JÜRGEN STÜHMEYER, MANAGEMENT BOARD MEMBER, MERKUR SALES

Sales of amusement and gaming machines and
money management systems worldwide

With its comprehensive product range, which
is constantly being expanded to include new,
innovative, machines adp Gauselmann GmbH
once again successfully met the demands of
its customers in the 2017 financial year while
at the same time complying with the technical
requirements of the legislator. Firstly, the company introduced further product innovations to
the market in accordance with TD 4.1, impressively setting itself apart from the competition.
In addition to new cabinets, the adp portfolio
also included new games. At the beginning of
2018, the company also presented a wide range
of innovative machine models in compliance
with TD 5.0 Version 1 and Version 2. The basis
for this was laid by adp Gauselmann GmbH as
early as 2016, when it secured a total of 19 approvals for TD 5.0 Version 1.

adp Gauselmann GmbH
The development, production and sales of
amusement machines and games are handled
by the Eastern Westphalian-based Gauselmann
Group under the umbrella of adp Gauselmann
GmbH. Time and again, the company proves its
keen sense for innovations, technologies and
trends and repeatedly confirms its leading position in the German gaming market.
As in the previous year, the political environment in Germany proved challenging for the
entire industry during 2017. The business activities of adp Gauselmann GmbH continued to be
characterised by the massive legal restrictions
resulting from the new State Treaty on Gaming
and the resulting state arcade laws. In addition,
implementation of the new Technical Directive
(TD) 5.0 on 11 November 2018 is just around the
corner.

Nevertheless, adp Gauselmann GmbH was able
to expand the economic successes of 2016, continue to achieve solid results and set the course
for the future. The company relies on a unique
combination of innovation and tradition: as a
subsidiary of the family-run Gauselmann Group,
which celebrated its 60th anniversary in 2017,
adp Gauselmann GmbH builds its successes on a
solid foundation at home and abroad. Although
the closure of concessions led to a reduction
in the number of machines in arcades, sales
nevertheless increased in 2017 and the company expanded its position as market leader.
Thus, adp Gauselmann GmbH gained market
shares in the area of arcades and maintained
its shares in the gastronomy segment.

The contents of the new Gaming Ordinance
have been known for barely four years, and that
is how long the Gauselmann Group has been
actively concerned with its implementation –
valuable time that has been intensively used
for the development of state-of-the-art gaming
machines. In addition to expanding the groundbreaking M-BOX series to include the TRIO variant, with three high-resolution screens, adp
Gauselmann GmbH has created exclusive new
machines that comply with TD 5.0.
For example, right at the beginning of the 2018
financial year adp Gauselmann GmbH is entering the sales phase with four machine innovations that comply with TD 5.0. One of these is
the must-have M-MOTION, which – for the first
time on the German arcade market – has a huge
curved screen featuring ultra-HD technology. In
addition, all adp cabinets already on the market can be easily converted to TD 5.0 within
a very short time, giving customers the flexibility to choose when they wish to complete
the changeover to the new directive.

The M-BOX anniversary edition was strictly limited
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MERKUR CHAMPION amusement machine in the arcade

MERKUR BUSINESS
SEGMENT

By means of this offering, the company is once
again able to deliver tomorrow’s products today
and is therefore well prepared for 2018.
The games makers recorded particular success
in 2017 with the introduction of the M-BOX TRIO
machines. The first editions to be rolled out in
this series were the M-BOX TRIO “JUBILÄUMSEDITION” that was launched exclusively and
as a limited edition to mark the 60th anniversary of the Gauselmann Group, as well as the
M-BOX TRIO EXPLOSION, which is characterised
by the integrated EXPLOSION feature. All TRIO
machines have three 27-inch screens with fullHD resolution. An ergonomic M-Style+ console
and the intelligent money management components Merkur Dispenser 100 Gold and Merkur
Elevator ensure absolute player comfort.
The original M-BOX versions with two screens
also made an appearance in 2017: the two edition variants M-BOX HOT and M-BOX RACE are
characterised by their eye-catching design with
corresponding illuminated panels and themed
games compilations. The “M-BOX PUR Plus
Chrome”, in a shiny silver look, provided an
even more elegant look and feel.

With the MERKUR CHAMPION amusement machine, adp Gauselmann GmbH provides an optimal solution for concessions that are obliged
to reduce the number of machines under the
State Treaty on Gaming. As a pure amusement
machine, the MERKUR CHAMPION does not offer
the possibility to win prizes and can therefore
be installed in unlimited numbers. The MERKUR
CHAMPION ROUND 2 followed in summer 2017
with an extended selection of games.
adp Gauselmann GmbH also drew on its technical and innovative strength to further intensively develop its FACE-CHECK product. With
this innovative face recognition system, the
Gauselmann subsidiary is responding to the
challenges of admission controls and blacklisting. The contactless admission control system,
which is based on biometric facial features, was
developed in cooperation with the company
Cognitec from Dresden. In 2017, adp Gauselmann GmbH extended the product by including
two different options and optimised the gate
of the system with a number of new functions.
FACE-CHECK is approved for distribution and
will be integrated into multigamers and sports
betting terminals in the future.

Apart from the arcade segment, installation of
machines in the gastronomy segment is another pillar of adp Gauselmann GmbH’s business activities. This segment is where the roots
of modern AWP machines and the entire coinop industry lie. As the industry leader in the
gastronomy segment, the company offers the
widest choice of cabinets on the market, which
it is constantly expanding with new ideas, technologies and games packages. In 2017, adp
Gauselmann GmbH added two sophisticated
Gold editions to the Merkur Ideal Ergoline and
Merkur Ideal Slimline wall-mounted cabinet
series, both of which were positively received
in the market.

Lübbecke, which is certified to the internationally applicable DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 standard.

adp Gauselmann GmbH also continued to establish itself successfully in the market with its
sports betting terminals in the 2017 financial
year. The premium products Merkur Bet Book
and Merkur Bet Book Solo - as well as the
less expensive basic version Merkur Bet Book
Basic - provide the various target groups with
an optimum equipment solution. The Merkur
Bet Book Basic S sports betting terminal – a
cheaper version of the Merkur Bet Book Basic
with a separate technical and cash area – will
be added to the portfolio in 2018.

In 2017, the group-wide switch was made from
TÜV Rheinland to SGS TÜV Saar, with which the
Gauselmann Group cooperated for the first time
in 2016 within the framework of the Europewide certification of the energy management
system in accordance with ISO 50001:2011. This
step will make even more effective use of and
further strengthen the synergies between the
individual subsidiaries.

This enables customers from all over the world
to benefit from top quality ‘made in Germany’
standards. adp Gauselmann GmbH has also
been endorsed with the DIN EN ISO 14001:2015
and BS OHSAS 18001:2007 certificates, which
attest to globally recognised standards in the
fields of environmental management and occupational health and safety management.
The numerous certificates confirm the high
standards the company sets itself in all areas
and are regularly reviewed by TÜV technical
standards board.

The products offered by the Gauselmann Group
– irrespective of whether destined for the
national or international markets – are manufactured in compliance with the highest production standards at the production plant in

AWP machines are also traditionally installed in the gastronomy sector
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The Merkur Advisory Board was founded 25 years ago

In addition to its products, adp Gauselmann
GmbH also further strengthened its top brands
in the 2017 financial year. Recognition of the
“Merkur Magie” and M-BOX brands was continuously expanded through targeted and
successful brand management. To this end,
adp Gauselmann GmbH took advantage of all
available marketing channels – with a focus on
digital activities: from point-of-sale to brand
websites, apps, social media and promotional
articles. Among other things, the functionality
and appearance of the M-BOX app was updated.
Merkur Insider, the online training and information platform that provides information
about adp products for arcade operators and
staff, also continues to enjoy great popularity.
The Merkur brand celebrated its 40th anniversary in 2017. Paul Gauselmann laid the foundation for decades of success in 1977 with the
invention and production of his first proprietary
gaming machine, the legendary Merkur B.
adp Gauselmann GmbH traditionally maintains
excellent relationships with its key account customers. A dynamic exchange and efficient processes in the areas of market research and sales
enable the Gauselmann subsidiary to identify
consumer trends early on and have a large
number of product innovations ready to supply
the market. The popular “Branchengipfel” cus-

tomer event was integrated into the ‘60 years of
Gauselmann’ anniversary celebrations in 2017.
In a 2,500 m2 product exhibition, adp Gauselmann GmbH presented its innovative products
to invited customers from all over the world as
well as to the national and international trade
press.
In addition to the latest innovations, the company took advantage of this occasion to provide
an exclusive look into the future with a special
exhibition previewing the cabinet models compliant with TD 5.0, which comes into force in
November 2018. The Gauselmann Group also
offered its guests a unique glance behind the
scenes with numerous plant tours and discovery tours of the environs. With the ‘60 years
of Gauselmann’ celebrations in 2017, the Gauselmann Group certainly made this an occasion
to remember. As usual, adp Gauselmann GmbH
is looking forward to welcoming attendees to
the industry summit in the 2018 financial year
which, unlike in previous years, already took
place in May.

Satisfying the needs and requirements of our
customers is always our top priority at adp
Gauselmann GmbH. In order to maintain and
strengthen these valuable relationships, representatives from the Gauselmann Group meet
twice a year for a working group meeting with
100 of their most important customers from the
German coin-op industry in the Merkur Advisory
Board. The Merkur Advisory Board was established in 1992 and celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2017. In addition to the Merkur Advisory
Board, the Gauselmann Group founded the
Technical Merkur Advisory Board in 2011, which
has 30 important customers as members and
also convenes twice a year.
Besides the milestone anniversaries ‘60 years
of Gauselmann’, ‘40 years of Merkur’ and ‘25
years of Merkur Advisory Board’, another important anniversary was celebrated within the
Gauselmann Group in 2017: Merkur Management Board member Jürgen Stühmeyer celebrated 30 years with the company. He began
his career with the company in 1987 as one of
the Gauselmann Group’s first three trainees.
He had previously trained as a wholesale and
export merchant, followed by a Diplomkaufmann degree in business administration.

Jürgen Stühmeyer joined adp Gauselmann GmbH
in 2004 as Managing Director. In 2007, he was
additionally appointed to the Management
Board of the Gauselmann Group.
Due to the switch to TD 5.0, adp Gauselmann
GmbH is expecting 2018 to be an intensive business year in which well in excess of 100,000 adp
machines in the market will have to be converted. However, with its 19 TD 5.0 Version 1 approvals, four cabinet innovations and numerous
new games, adp Gauselmann GmbH is in the
best starting position to further expand its market share even under TD 5.0. The company thus
sees itself well equipped for 2018 and looks
with confidence to the future.

adp Merkur Service
As the service provider of the Gauselmann
Group, adp Merkur Service offers its customers
competent product support. With comprehensive technical customer service and telephone
support, the company offers practical, competent and solution-oriented advice and assistance. The experts from adp Merkur Service keep
customers abreast of the latest developments
in adp machine technology via regular training
courses and a wide range of seminars. In combination with the nationwide ‘free&easy’ system, the company guarantees comprehensive
technical service and intensive product training
directly on site.
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Alongside maintenance and servicing of coinoperated gaming machines and all-round customer support, adp Merkur Service also stands
for practice-oriented solutions in the area of
modern money processing technology. With the
Merkur Dispenser, the company offers what is
undoubtedly one of the most innovative developments in the field of money management.
The modular banknote recycler ensures maximum security and reduces the replenishment
quantity to a minimum. The Merkur Dispenser
enjoys such popularity in the market that more
than 130,000 of the machines are currently in
use. The new gold version, the Merkur Dispenser
100 Gold, is technically even more robust than
its predecessor and has an even longer lifetime
with 200,000 transactions.

With the development and marketing of the
‘docu-reader’, adp Merkur Service also makes
a decisive contribution to the protection of
minors in the gastronomy segment. This handy
card reader meets the legislative requirements
for document-based youth protection by allowing gaming machines to be activated only after
reading in an ID card, EU driver’s licence, cash
card or EC card. The intelligent system can be
used in parallel with the ‘adp radio remote control’ and the ‘adp card system’ with gastro card –
two other youth protection tools from the company. The FACE-CHECK system with biometric
face recognition ideally complements the youth
protection components. Thus the Gauselmann
Group more than does justice to its pioneering
role in the area of player and youth protection.

The banknote recycler is perfectly complemented by the Safeguard Scale Hopper – a
precision scale with extremely exact measurement performance that accurately determines
and monitors the Hopper content down to the
last coin. Both components are proprietary developments and therefore Gauselmann USPs.
All M-BOX premium multigamers are equipped
as standard with the Merkur Dispenser 100 Gold
which, in combination with the Safeguard Scale
Hopper and the Elevator for coins, ensures optimum money management.

adp Merkur Service acts in the interest of its
customers at all times. To support them in the
certification audit for arcades, the company has
offered competent, optimum preparation for
the certification process and professional support during the audit since 2016.

Always in dialogue with customers

Another useful tool provided by adp Merkur
Service is the Little Helper app. The tool has
numerous functions such as reviewing program
versions and generating activation codes. To
ensure the app is always up to date, the features and functionality are continuously being
refined. In 2017, the Little Helper was enhanced
with a shop function that allows spare parts
and accessories to be ordered conveniently
from the app via barcode scan or manually in
single or multiple orders. It is planned to further
optimise and develop the Little Helper in the
current financial year.
The MerkurNET management software has also
established itself very successfully in the market. This system allows operators access to and
full control of each gaming station at all times,
without having to be on site. From capacity
analysis to remote maintenance – there are
no limits to the functionality of the software.
MerkurNET will also play a central role in the
changeover to TD 5.0.

Gauselmann Großhandel
As part of adp Gauselmann GmbH, Gauselmann
Großhandel currently has 11 branches throughout Germany and maintains long-term contacts
with customers. The regular exchange contributes to a deep understanding of the respective fields of application. Despite growing online
business, geographical proximity to customers
continues to be a top priority. The sales organisation therefore provides intensive supervision
and application-specific guidance, with regular
staff training courses offered to guarantee the
highest level of advice and service quality.
In addition to the in-house exhibitions traditionally held in the branches each spring and
autumn, adp Gauselmann GmbH organised
external customer events in vintage car halls,
car dealerships and museums at the beginning
of 2017 under the slogan ‘Who brakes, loses’,
which all proved extremely successful. As a
special highlight of the year, customers were
able to take part in the celebrations to mark
the 60th anniversary of Gauselmann and get to
know the company in its entirety. Events like
these make a significant contribution to intensifying and optimising customer loyalty.
In addition to personal contact, customers can
also take advantage of the product and service
offerings of the entire Gauselmann Group via
the adp Internet portal, which was extensively
updated in 2017. The updated portal convinces
among other things through its clear structure
and intuitive menu guidance. In 2018, it is also
planned to roll out the adp Internet portal for
foreign markets.
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Schneider wholesale company

MEGA Spielgeräte

In addition to Gauselmann Großhandel,
Schneider Automaten with its nine branches
throughout Germany is another important sales
branch for the products manufactured by adp
Gauselmann GmbH. The company is regarded
as the largest full-range supplier in the field
of trading with amusement and gaming machines. These include pinball machines, jukeboxes and dart machines. The company’s broad
product range was presented to customers at
the Schneider in-house exhibitions at the beginning of the year, in spring and autumn and
at the 2017 Gastro Days.

MEGA Spielgeräte GmbH has specialised within
the Gauselmann Group in the development of
jackpot systems, multigamer games and games
with additional stakes. MEGA’s diverse products
are manufactured exclusively at the adp plant
in Lübbecke.

As in the previous year, the “Radikal Darts”
electronic dartboards were actively marketed
in 2017. The dartboards constantly exchange
data with a central server, which guarantees
the patented remote refereeing procedure, and
thus allows players to compete in online tournaments, wherever they are.
In addition to its expertise in the machine sector, Schneider Automaten offers a constantly
growing range of accessories, fast supply of
spare parts and comprehensive technical service.

With the Seven two and four-player games
centre in combination with the Merkur Ideal
Vision Slant Top ‘SL’ cabinet, MEGA was a strong
driving force of the German arcade and casino
market in the 2017 financial year. MEGA has also
firmly established itself in the market with its
single jackpots for the Vision Slant Top, Vision
Slant Top ‘SL’ and M-BOX TRIO cabinets. The Chip,
Explosion and Deal or No Deal features offer
players additional betting possibilities and the
chance to play exciting feature games and win
additional prizes.
The My Top Game pro games packages with
the additional Chip, Explosion and Seven features from MEGA provide access on single jackpot machines and Seven games centers to the
popular “Merkur Magie” games library with over
200 games, thus offering even more variety
and gaming fun. MEGA also supplies the Merkur
Multi Explosion De Luxe and Merkur Explosion
single jackpot machines designed specifically
for the bars and restaurants segment.

Merkur Freizeit Leasing (MFL)
The manufacturer financing company Merkur
Freizeit Leasing GmbH (MFL) offers its customers
a wide range of services, from attractive rental
and leasing concepts to the licensing of Merkur
Ideal games packages and insurance concepts.
As a leading financial services provider in the
coin-op machine industry, MFL is firmly established in the market. Through its close cooperation with other Gauselmann subsidiaries, customers benefit from a hand-in-hand concept.

constantly working to further develop and optimise its products. The company was the first
in the industry to introduce paperless business
transactions in the form of Digital Contracts 4.0.
Since doing so, MFL has continued to expand its
digital business activities. This modern concept
has met with an extremely positive response
from customers and is increasingly gaining acceptance.

The financial services provider continuously
adapts its products to current market requirements and thus ensures complete customer
satisfaction. Under the motto ‘More possibilities
– more flexibility – more performance’, MFL is

The MEGA jackpot centres are also successfully
sold internationally via the various national
companies of the Gauselmann Group, with
business activities in the Netherlands proving
particularly profitable in 2017. Here, MEGA was
able to further consolidate its position as sales
leader with the Games Unlimited multigame
line.
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ICE Totally Gaming in London, which has meanwhile developed into the most important gaming fair not only in Europe, but all over the
world. Here in London the Gauselmann Group
presented itself for the first time as the second
largest exhibitor with a 1,400-square-metre exhibition stand. The new concept took the form
of a joint stand of the subsidiaries and provided
scope for a full-service presentation. The group
was also present at numerous regional trade
fairs in Europe as well as in North and South
America.

International operations
adp Gauselmann GmbH successfully continued
its internationalisation in the 2017 business
year. The international sales team, which operates central direct sales from Lübbecke and
Miami, as well as separate national subsidiaries
in some larger markets, was able to further expand its market share and thus again increase
international sales, bringing the share of international sales in adp Gauselmann GmbH’s total
sales to one third.
In addition to the analysis of core markets
and potential new markets, the focus was on
consistent further development of innovative
cabinets, the development of country-specific
games and the further optimisation of corporate
processes. Efficient processes and workflows
are essential to be able to successfully respond
to the constantly increasing requirements and
ever-changing markets and to secure market
shares. The high-quality and innovative cabinets are manufactured to ‘made in Germany’
standard at the production site in Lübbecke and
have already achieved high international recognition, among other things due to their good
performance.

The continuing success of the Avantgarde, the
Avantgarde Trio and the Merkurstar contributed
significantly to the international operating result in 2017. In the international markets, the
Avantgarde Trio has established itself as the
best-selling product. This success was further increased by the Black Series, which has brought
new highlights to the gaming world with its
elegant matt-black design combined with the
black-and-white game Win City, featuring high
graphics capability.
The international sales team is particularly
proud of the successful introduction of its new
game systems, which generated a significant
increase in player and customer response. In
2017, the target of more than 100 games was
also surpassed in the international market
for the first time. Merkur Gaming now has a
respectable games portfolio that includes the
international games of the worldwide adp development teams. Further innovative products,
themed games packages and new proprietary
jackpot solutions await customers in 2018.
At international trade fairs, Merkur Gaming
again successfully presented itself in 2017
as a global player that supplies its customers
with machines and technologies from a single
source. The focus here was on networking, establishing contacts, opening up new business
opportunities and above all convincing and inspiring customers with the products. Besides
G2E in Las Vegas, the company also attended

Important target markets for the international
coin-op machine business are the classic European high-street markets such as the UK, Spain,
the Netherlands and Romania. These markets
offer many growth opportunities. The trend is
clearly towards diversification, with products
needing to cover the entire range of different
player types and expectations. With its extended product offering, this was precisely the
sort of success the Gauselmann Group achieved
in 2017, allowing it to meet customer requirements.
In the UK, the Gauselmann Group, with its
subsidiary Blueprint Gaming, ranks among
the prominent multi-platform developers and
providers of digital games. In 2017, Blueprint
Gaming further strengthened its position in the
online, mobile and stationary C category pub
markets with new game and gaming machine
licences. In addition, the Alphastar upright cabinet, developed as a joint project of adp Gauselmann GmbH and Blueprint Machines, was
successfully marketed in 2017. Furthermore,

the Genie cabinet, whose games content is developed by Blueprint Gaming together with the
British Gauselmann subsidiary betcom, is the
leading product in the British pub and arcade
market.
A very interesting and promising market for the
Gauselmann Group is the Spanish market with
its 250,000 machines, of which approximately
200,000 are in the bar segment, 50,000 in the
amusement arcade segment and approximately
2,500 in the casino segment. The company and
its subsidiary Merkur Dosniha, which is responsible for the development and distribution of
multigamers in Spain, took the market by storm
in 2017 with the launch of the M-BOX as the first
HD device on the Spanish market. The M-BOX is
available as a slant-top and in an upright version. This successful machine is combined with
the specially designed Golden Nugget jackpot
system.
The Spanish Merkur Magic games packages and
the Merkurpolis and Seven jackpot systems, in
combination with the Genie cabinet and the
Vision Slant Top, once again proved particularly
popular in the past financial year. In the Spanish bar and restaurant sector, Merkur Dosniha
gained further ground with the Merkur Multi
games package.
Merkur Dosniha is headquartered on the
Balearic island of Mallorca and has two further
sales offices in Murcia and Madrid. In addition,
in March last year, the company inaugurated its
own logistics centre in Murcia, which, together
with the logistics centre in Barcelona, handles
distribution activities for the entire Spanish
market.
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In the Netherlands, an important operational
step was taken in 2017 with the establishment
of Merkur Gaming Netherlands. With the Games
Unlimited multigame line, which was developed
by the group-owned development company
MEGA Spielgeräte, it was possible to successfully further expand the market share. 2017 also
saw the successful launch in the Netherlands of
the M-BOX in various colour variants. Dutch customers are especially impressed by the sharp
HD graphics, the ergonomic controls and the
eye-catching lighting structure. In addition, the
company’s products underwent wide-ranging
testing in the gastronomy segment during 2017.

Another important core market for the group is
Romania. Due to the size of the market, Merkur
Gaming is represented here with its own
national company. The Romanian high-street
market opened up only a few years ago and
offers new potential for smaller arcades and installations in bars and restaurants. In Romania,
the main contributors to sales in the 2017 financial year were the Avantgarde and Avantgarde
Trio HD machines.
North, Central and South America remain important target markets for adp Gauselmann
GmbH. In terms of organisation and infrastructure, the company is represented in this
region by the independent sales company
Merkur Gaming Americas. This is responsible for
business activities on the entire American continent as well as for the cruise lines division. With
its subsidiaries in Peru, Mexico, Argentina and
Colombia, the company is ideally positioned
and represented on this continent.
Market share was further expanded with
numerous new installations in Mexico, Peru,
Chile, Colombia, Argentina, Uruguay and the
Caribbean. The Avantgarde, the Merkurstar and
the Avantgarde Trio in particular, which went
into South American distribution in 2017, have
proven to be strong performers throughout the
region. The Evostar will be rolled out in the 2018
financial year and will further contribute to the
diversification of the product portfolio.

Already in the first year after its foundation,
Merkur Gaming Argentina expanded rapidly and
was able to build up a strong team of gaming
professionals in sales, technical service, marketing, finance and administration. From its sales
office in Buenos Aires, Merkur Gaming Argentina extended its activities in the past financial
year to include Uruguay and Paraguay, and realised promising test installations in its domestic
market with the Merkurstar and single games,
which will go on sale in 2018.
At the end of the financial year, around 100
test machines were installed in the Argentine
casino market. The US development studio Sunshine Games, based in Las Vegas and part of
the Gauselmann Group, has contributed to this
success by focusing primarily on the development of time-on-device games with an enhanced entertainment factor for the American
markets. In 2018, the games from the Sunshine
think tank will also be tested for the first time
in North America.

In 2017, Merkur Gaming was also able to further
expand its presence in the international casino
markets and significantly strengthen its position
in the EMEA region. In Germany in particular,
there was strong demand for adp products in
the past financial year. It was possible to win
over all German casinos as new customers and
convince them of the qualities of the products.
Specially developed casino products were successfully rolled out throughout the casino market following a test phase in our own casinos.
The multigamers and the tailor-made jackpot
solutions from Gauselmann have exceeded expectations.
Merkur Gaming was able to record an excellent
market entry in Greece. In all Greek casinos,
products from Merkur Gaming were positioned
and installed within just one year. The Avantgarde Trio in particular, with its third HD screen
in combination with the latest multigame packages, received great feedback from the market.
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Online casino solutions and online games
After a successful market entry in Bulgaria in
2016, Merkur Gaming was able to significantly
expand its market position here in 2017. Word
of the machines’ good performance has quickly
spread on the market. In addition to the latest
HD game systems, Merkur Gaming was able to
prove itself in the Bulgarian market above all
with the Avantgarde Trio and the Avantgarde.
With its Merkur Gaming sales brand, adp Gauselmann GmbH also achieved further international success with installations in Portugal,
Russia, Serbia, Georgia, Cyprus and Morocco.
Here too, the Avantgarde and Avantgarde Trio
have proven to be the driving forces of the Merkur product line.
In South Africa, the Gauselmann Group was
granted a manufacturing licence in 2017 that
entitles it to sell its own products directly and
via distributors. Another promising market for
the financial year 2018 is Poland. On 1 April 2017,
new gaming legislation came into force there
that promises to offer further potential.

The bridge to Asia is planned for the 2018 financial year. Preparations for the first test installations are already under way. Expansion into
new target markets is prepared by specialised
business development staff in Germany. This
process is lengthy, as it takes time to make appropriate contacts and position the product.
Overall, the 2017 financial year was very successful for Merkur’s entire sales organisation. In
the Gauselmann Group’s anniversary year, the
company successfully further increased its market share and staged promising new market
entries. The international sales branch of adp
Gauselmann GmbH can look back on interesting
and successful business and positive long-term
product test results. On the product side, new
and innovative products were presented and
installed, offering the company excellent prospects for 2018.

Global trade fair presence

Online gaming is one of the most important
growth markets within the gaming industry
and holds enormous potential for market participants. With its e-gaming offerings, the Gauselmann Group has succeeded in establishing
the Merkur sun in all major, and exclusively in
regulated and licensed, markets in Europe, thus
making modern gaming fun ‘made by Merkur’ a
bestseller in the online segment. The marketing of Gauselmann’s online casino solutions
and online games is carried out by the sales
teams of adp Gauselmann GmbH in Lübbecke,
edict eGaming GmbH in Hamburg and Blueprint
Gaming Limited in the UK. In the 2017 financial
year, the group’s online gaming solutions and
B2B online casino solutions met with a very
positive response throughout Europe.
edict eGaming GmbH specialises in the development and sale of turnkey system platforms
for the online casino market. In addition, in cooperation with adp Gauselmann GmbH, it also
adapts the well-known Merkur slot machine
games for its customers’ online casinos. Stateof-the-art technologies ‘made in Germany’ not
only ensure emotional gaming fun, but also
guarantee maximum transparency and security
for the players. Within edict eGaming GmbH,
sales and technical services are provided by affiliated companies in Malta and the Isle of Man.
All companies have been issued the required
gaming licenses by the relevant authorities.

On 27 October 2017, the Federal Administrative
Court ruled that even after the partial opening
of the Internet as a distribution channel for
sports betting and lotteries, the ban on organising or brokering casino games on the Internet
is still compatible with constitutional and EU
law. Within Germany, only Schleswig-Holstein
has a regulated online gaming market. As a
result, the collaboration with the two largest
turnkey solution customers focused on the
German market had to be discontinued in December 2017. In addition, all existing customers
were requested to discontinue their activities
with the products of edict eGaming GmbH on
the German market, and appropriate technical
measures (IP blocking) were initiated.

Mobile offerings are becoming
ever more popular

Jürgen Stühmeyer, Management Board member Merkur Sales,
Carlos Chacon, Managing Director of Merkur Dosniha,
Aristidis Tsikouras, Managing Director of GeWeTe (from l. to r.)
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In the UK, Blueprint Gaming is one of the leading multi-platform developers and providers of
digital games and significantly expanded its
online and mobile business during 2017. In particular, the partnerships with GVC Holding and
Gamesys Limited, which include well-known
brands from the gaming, sports betting and
bingo sector, contributed to this growth everything revolves around strategy. One of the most
important products for 2017 and beyond is the
game TED, in which the main character from
the US cinema hit of the same name. TED is
Blueprint Gaming’s most successful launch of
a brand product to date. In addition, the main
driver of sales in the 2017 financial year was the
continuing success of Jackpot King.
The core market for Blueprint’s online and mobile activities remains the UK, but Scandinavia
has also become an increasingly important
market. In 2018, activities with existing and
local partners in the regulated markets of Spain
and Italy will lead to a growing online presence
for Blueprint games content.

As a result of the continuing trend towards
liberalisation of the gaming markets within the
European Union, the market situation for the
group has further improved. In the completed
2017 financial year, for example, the Czech Republic passed a new and completely liberalised
gaming law that will have a positive effect on
the future online activities of the Gauselmann
Group. It can also be assumed that other countries are working on liberalising the gaming
market and that in some cases corresponding
laws have already been drafted. In the medium term, the group expects stronger activities
in Romania, Estonia, Georgia and the Scandinavian countries over the coming years.

Cash and ticketing activities and
financial services
The Gauselmann Group has been active in the
field of cash and ticketing activities for the
arcade segment for 24 years. In 2001, the activities were extended to include solutions for
banks and municipal service providers. In 2014,
the company entered the financial services
sector. GeWeTe focuses on the development,
production and distribution of money exchange
systems for casinos and arcades. HESS specialises in coin-operated self-service solutions for
the retail sector, banks and savings banks, as
well as payment systems for energy suppliers,
the public sector and other economic sectors.
As digitalisation becomes increasingly important in today’s world, online payments are also
becoming more common worldwide, with the
result that since 2014 the Euro Payment Group
has been part of the Gauselmann Group with
responsibility internationally for the areas of
online payment, mobile payment and gateway
services.
In their systems, GeWeTe and HESS primarily
reflect high quality, customer orientation and
comfort. The innovative, modern products are
manufactured in Germany and Austria. The
focus is not only on developing new solutions,
but also on continuously enhancing and improving existing products. Both companies are
certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001 and

14001 for exemplary quality and environmental
standards. Adapting the systems to individual
customer needs is at the forefront of both companies’ activities. The Euro Payment Group (EPG)
is based in Frankfurt am Main and operates in
Europe and the USA as a payment service provider (PSP) in the field of digital entertainment.
In the 2017 business year, GeWeTe and HESS
grew in terms of both employees and sales and
will continue to strive to expand and export in
the future. GeWeTe and HESS are not only expanding their product portfolio in existing markets in Germany and abroad, but are also continuously gaining a foothold in new markets.

GeWeTe
GeWeTe develops, produces and sells money
changing systems, automated pay stations and
payment systems both in Germany and abroad.
The main customer groups are arcades and casinos as well as sports betting shops. GeWeTe
not only convinces through quality, but is also
one of the largest suppliers in Germany in the
field of automated pay stations and ticketing systems and is also the market leader for
money changing machines in the arcades sector.
In 2017, GeWeTe continued to expand its range
of products and services and opened up new
business areas. The company employs 112
people worldwide.
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GeWeTe’s development and production headquarters are in Mechernich, near Cologne. However, the secure money exchange systems can
be found in arcades and casinos worldwide. In
addition, GeWeTe also sells money changing
systems, automated pay stations and payment
systems for use outside of arcades, for example
in large department stores, hospitals, swimming pools, shopping centres and libraries.
Germany remains GeWeTe’s main sales market.
Furthermore, the company has international
business connections to Finland, France, Sweden
and Turkey, among others. The main business
activities are conducted in the UK, Spain, Italy
and Scandinavia. However, as GeWeTe offers
its products worldwide, its sales territories are
continuing to grow, with the United Arab Emirates and Poland being added to the list in 2017.
The export ratio was around 30 per cent.
GeWeTe is characterised above all by the diversity of its proprietary products coupled with
outstanding quality. The wide range of products
extends from a small change machine, which
changes notes into coins, to the high-end, PCcontrolled Maxi Cash Recycler. This product
counts, validates and sorts coins deposited in
bulk and recycles them for later use. Proprietary hardware and software development
maximises GeWeTe’s flexibility to quickly implement customised solutions, giving the company a decisive advantage over its competitors,
whether in project business or the fields of pay
stations and ticketing.

ployees, the company further expanded the
cash handling segment for sports betting and
arcades abroad.
Thanks to the development of a new, more
cost-effective platform, it was also possible
to increase sales abroad, particularly in Italy,
in 2017. The Italian market is characterised by
strong competition and lower sales prices for
machines than in other countries. In addition,
GeWeTe further developed its business activities in the area of on-ship casinos, which also
use money changing systems.
GeWeTe products are also used within the Gauselmann Group. The systems are installed in
the German branches of CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK, in the Merkur Spielbanken Sachsen-Anhalt and the entertainment centres of CASINO
MERKUR International in other European countries. Furthermore, the XTiP and Cashpoint
subsidiaries use the GeWeTe automated pay
stations for sports betting. The British arcade

chain Cashino/Praesepe has likewise installed
the systems. High-quality GeWeTe products are
also integrated into the CASINO MERKUR MARE
ship casinos.

been recorded in these markets. Cash handling
in car washes is also developing positively, with
new machines generating significant sales in
this segment.

GeWeTe looks back positively on the 2017 financial year. Although due to the political situation
a decline in the willingness to invest was initially expected in the main sales market, the
German arcade sector, the company was able to
convince with coordinated market campaigns.
GeWeTe’s customers continue to place their
trust in the Mechernich-based money changing specialist and are investing in sophisticated
payment systems. Outside Germany, GeWeTe
was able to significantly increase its business
activities and thus create new jobs.

Further growth was recorded in 2017 in the
area of automated pay stations, for example for
large department stores and shopping centres.
Through the acquisition of new OEM and sales
partners, business was further expanded both
in Germany and abroad. The goal for 2018 and
beyond is to establish new partnerships.

Despite the good success in 2017, GeWeTe anticipates a further decline in the German arcade
market in 2018. The company is therefore focusing on sales and the development of new sales
markets in Germany and abroad. New platforms are constantly being developed; aimed at
making the company more competitive in more
price-sensitive markets by lowering manufacturing costs.

GeWeTe’s broad product range covers all areas,
both for locations that operate with cash and for
locations that work with TITO – the ticket-in and
ticket-out procedure – or the cashless method.
Moving forward, GeWeTe would like to become
even more involved in the international arcade
market. To this end, GeWeTe is further expanding its product portfolio and developing a new
platform for a ‘low-cost machine’ in order to
open up sales markets especially in Eastern
Europe.

In the sports betting sector, GeWeTe is projecting a significant increase in sales, with several
important betting providers having been linked
to the system in recent years. The highest sales
figures are forecast for the UK, Spain, Germany
and Austria. The 2017 financial year confirms
this, as substantial sales volumes have already

As an innovation leader, GeWeTe developed
new products in all divisions in 2017 and integrated them very successfully into the market.
The Cash Center Compact with 7-inch touch
display for the sports betting sector led to increased sales in more price-sensitive markets.
Furthermore, with the help of its own em-

GeWeTe Cash Center Compact
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HESS Group
The HESS Group is made up of HESS Cash Systems GmbH & Co. KG in Magstadt, near Stuttgart, and its subsidiaries HESS Schweiz AG in
Bern and HESS Austria GmbH with locations in
Gratkorn and Linz. HESS was founded in 1885
and has been part of the Gauselmann Group
since 2001. The long-established company employs some 260 people and is active in around
60 countries worldwide, with main sales markets in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
As a specialist for cash-processing system solutions, the HESS Group coordinates development, production and sales, including customer
service, of perfect hardware and software solutions centred around cash handling for banks
and retail companies, as well as payment systems for public institutions, public authorities,
energy suppliers and libraries. Additionally,
HESS is a permanent member of the CEN/ISSS
XFS Committee for the Standardisation and
Definition of Coin-handling Processes at Bank
Data Centres. Furthermore, this subsidiary of
the Gauselmann Group is active in other bodies
and institutions, for example at GS1 Germany as
Solution Provider Cash Logistics and at the European Anti-Fraud Office OLAF (Office européen
de lutte anti-fraude).
For the HESS Group, the focus is on both satisfied customers and exceptional products. HESS
solutions and OEM assemblies are therefore
characterised by innovation, high quality, availability and durability. They are produced and de-

veloped at the company headquarters in Magstadt and at the Austrian locations Gratkorn and
Linz. With a focus on the core field of cash management, all new developments of the HESS
Group are designed on HESS’s proprietary software and hardware platforms and go through
the entire product life cycle – from development
and production to marketing and service – within the company. This is also an important part of
the company, as HESS’s own service department
looks after all machines from commissioning to
replacement in order to guarantee high customer satisfaction at all times.
The HESS Group’s main cash management
products include coin counters, coin roll dispensers, deposit systems and OEM products
that are mostly used in the self-service areas
of banks and savings banks, as well as in the
retail sector. In 2017, important accents were set
on the market for retail banks in Germany and
abroad: the CoinIn family of devices (coin pay-in
machines) and the TopCoin OEM module were
further developed, creating the basic components for the new OEM assemblies business
segment. This led HESS to significant strategic
partnerships with global ATM manufacturers
such as Diebold Nixdorf, NCR and KEBA.

Thanks to its successful basic technologies, HESS
was able to further expand its diverse product
portfolio in the financial year 2017. Drawing on
the technology of the TopCoin OEM module,
HESS developed the new coin recycling module
TopRec, which is used in retail companies as the
main cash register solution for simpler, more
efficient and safer cash management. TopRec
was successfully marketed for the first time in
the retail sector through the HESS CashCenter.
The HESS Group’s main sales markets include
Germany, Austria and Switzerland. The company
is also active in Scandinavia, the UK, Australia,
New Zealand and countries in the Arab region,
among others. In 2017, HESS continued to expand and opened up markets in Belgium, India,
Latvia and Saudi Arabia. The export ratio in the
2017 financial year was around 43 per cent.
Moving forward, renowned retailers are expected to give rise to a growing sales market for
both national and international retail business.
HESS is already responding to this in a positive
manner and was able to win its first major customers in 2017. These include the Swiss grocery
chain Coop, which uses the current HESS products to optimise cash processes. This segment
will be further expanded in the coming years.

HESS is projecting stable business and further
growth in the deployment of HESS coin-processing machines and OEM modules in the banking
market and with retail companies. This is based
on recent studies by the European Central Bank
which show a significant increase in euro cash
in circulation in the euro countries. The volume
of cash is growing continuously, although cashless payments are also increasing.
Payment systems is another business segment
of the HESS Group that underpins the company’s success and diversification. In recent
years, a large number of projects have been
implemented with municipalities, libraries and
energy suppliers. With the rollout of the new
MultiPay Advance software, the HESS Group expects to continue to perform positively, mainly
due to the expansion of the service offering and
the modular extension options offered by the
MultiPay product family.
Looking back, the HESS Group recorded a successful 2017 financial year. For 2018, the company has set its course for success: it intends on
the one hand to further develop solutions for
the banking and retailing core markets as well
as the payment systems segment, and on the
other hand to expand OEM business with ATM
manufacturers and HESS’ entire manufacturer
service generally.

The HESS Retail CashCenter optimises
cash processes in retail companies
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Financial Services
The role of online services is growing in all
areas of life; this is especially true of the market
for online payments. The Euro Payment Group
has been part of the Gauselmann Group since
2014. It specialises in globally secure, certified
and customisable online payment options for
online retailers.

Euro Payment Group
Euro Payment Group (EPG) is a payment service
provider (PSP) based in Frankfurt am Main that
operates internationally in the areas of online
payment, mobile payment and gateway services.
EPG was mainly active in the digital entertainment market in Europe and the USA in the
completed 2017 financial year, as this is still a
strongly growing area in which higher margins
are achieved than in traditional online retail
business. The first sales steps in the direction of
eCommerce and B2B have already been taken,
along with researching of associated markets
and related products in the area of payment.

In 2017, EPG worked continuously on enhancing
and optimising the technology of its proprietary
certified payment gateway to enable it to offer
existing and new customers maximum security,
convenience and service. Furthermore, an important module for the planned eWallet was
completed, which will enable the Gauselmann
subsidiaries Cashpoint and XTip to operate betting agencies over the long term, while taking
into account the legal requirements in Germany.

and their calculation models. This led to significant declines in sales in Malta in the second
quarter of 2017. In August 2017, sales fell again.
The reason for this was a regulatory change in
Georgia, the headquarters of the long-standing
contracting partner TBC Bank, which resulted in
all active retailers having to discontinue their
business activities. EPG made intensive efforts
to absorb the declining sales and refer the affected retailers to other contract banks.

The 2017 business year was anything but easy
for the Euro Payment Group. First, VISA Europe
decided unexpectedly and at short notice to fundamentally change the existing IPSP structures

But there are also positive things to report: Euro
Payment Group’s extensive efforts last year
to reach the next level of licensing, namely
EMI (E-Money Institution) classification, were
crowned with success in January 2018. From
now on, EPG will belong to the group of electronic money companies. An e-money account
allows customers to make deposits and withdrawals, either online or in cash.

EPG Financial Services has also prepared for the
new regulatory requirements for its proprietary
eWallet and integrated them into corresponding policies and frameworks for the products
segment, so that a regulatory compliant product can be operated in the EU with immediate
effect.
Since October 2017, sales have again developed
positively, with a steady increase in monthly
transaction volumes. Incorporation of new payment options into the product portfolio and the
connection of new contractual partners (banks)
also enabled the company to partly absorb the
lost sales and successfully acquire new customers.
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1973
Invention of the Merkur sun by long-standing
friend and artist Werner Ganteföhr.

Expansion costs money: 16 million
D-Marks public guarantee from the state
of North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW).

The Merkur B, the first proprietary AWP machine, is licensed by the Physikalisch-Technische-Bundesanstalt (PTB). It is named after
the year of its launch, a Mercury year according to the 100-year calendar, and because
Mercury is also the patron saint of merchants
and traders.

1973

1974

Opening of the first Casino Merkur
games library in Delmenhorst.

1975

1976

1977

Foundation of Zentralverwaltungsgesellschaft mbH.

1978

1979

1980

The Merkur Disc, a disc machine, marks
another milestone in the development of
Gauselmann AWP machines – to this day
the top-selling AWP machine on the market (40,000 units)..

Acquisition of the company
Nova Apparate in Hamburg
(largest importer of pinball
machines and jukeboxes
from the US).

1981

1982

1983

Paul Gauselmann is appointed
Chairman of the German Amusement and Vending Machine Industry Association (“Verband der Deutschen Automatenindustrie e. V.”
– VDAI), which he still chairs today.

1984

1985

Paul Gauselmann obtains the Federal
Administrative Court arcade ruling that
grants the vending machine industry authorisation to operate arcades existing side
by side as independent units. The modern,
large-scale entertainment centres are
born.

The Gauselmann Group opens its first
international entertainment centre in
Amsterdam. This is followed by arcades in
other European countries.
Revenue tops one billion D-Marks for
the first time.

1986

1987

1988

In 1986, Paul Gauselmann presents an
AWP machine featuring card flipping
technology. The idea for this new gaming
technology came to Paul Gauselmann at
an airport while watching the tiles whirring on the flight display board. The first
of these models was called Grand Hand
based on the card game Skat.

1988
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“QUALITY BEFORE QUANTITY. THE FUTURE OF GERMAN ARCADES WILL BE BASED MORE
THAN EVER ON QUALITATIVE CRITERIA”.
DIETER KUHLMANN, MANAGEMENT BOARD MEMBER, GAMING OPERATIONS

Operation of arcades worldwide

In 2017, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK operated
arcades in 15 German states, with varying repercussions arising from the state arcade laws
and implementing acts. In many cases, the
company filed applications for hardship case
authorisations and lodged appeals in the event
of their refusal. Approvals were granted for 39
branches in North Rhine-Westphalia at the end
of the year, partly within the scope of reduction
concepts. In addition, five hardship case authorisations were announced and the operation
of the remaining branches was provisionally
tolerated by the regulatory authorities. A ministerial decree of 6 November 2017 had a positive
signal effect for CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK,
implying that high-quality and well-managed
branches may not necessarily have to close
after expiry of the transition period. In Lower
Saxony, preliminary decisions as to which concessions could continue to be operated were
made by the drawing of lots. In September 2017,

the Higher Administrative Court of Lüneburg
ruled that in the absence of a legal basis – the
determination of selection criteria – the selection procedure between competing arcades by
the drawing of lots is illegal. The Lower Saxony
Ministry of Economic Affairs subsequently ruled
that, in cases of real competition, those arcade
operators that lost out in the lot-drawing procedure would be granted a provisional licence
to operate an arcade of their choice per location
until 31 December 2018. In the opinion of the
Higher Administrative Court, no legal regulation
is required to make a selection in cases of socalled fictitious competition. If arcade operators
do not select an arcade that they wish to continue to operate, they can no longer invoke the
argument that the lot-drawing procedure was
unlawful.

Germany
CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK has been a provider of high-quality entertainment centres
for more than 40 years. The basis for decades
of success was Paul Gauselmann’s ‘invention’
of the modern arcade. In 1974, the company
founder opened the first Merkur Spielothek in
Delmenhorst, Lower Saxony, with a concept
that has secured the company’s position as the
market leader. The four success factors ‘unique
atmosphere’, ‘innovative products and games’,
‘first-class service’ and ‘qualified personnel’
again secured CASINO MERKUR SPIELOTHEK’s
position as industry frontrunner in Germany
in 2017. In the past financial year, the company operated 279 arcades (2016: 258 arcades)
with almost 10,000 gaming and more than 850
amusement machines under the logo of the
laughing Merkur sun. As in previous years, the
ongoing restrictive regulatory framework in
Germany made it considerably more difficult
to expand via new locations, so that CASINO
MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK also relied on the acquisition of arcades from competitors. Although
the structure of the offering hardly changed,
CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK was nevertheless

able to attract new guests. As a result, the
company was able to generate growth. In the
past financial year, more than 3,600 employees
worked at CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK.
Although business developed well overall in
2017, the year was characterised – as in previous
years – by statutory restrictions. This was due in
particular to the entry into force of the First State
Treaty on the Amendment of the State Treaty
on Gambling in Germany (‘First Amended Interstate Gambling Treaty’ (“GlüÄndStV”)), along
with the respective state arcade laws and implementing acts. For arcades licensed before 28
October 2011, the transition periods ended on
30 June 2017, with the exception of North RhineWestphalia and Schleswig-Holstein, where they
expired on 30 November 2017 and 9 February
2018 respectively. This meant that 92 concessions had to be closed nationwide, but above
all in Lower Saxony and Bavaria, and 1,138
gaming machines had to be removed. It can be
assumed that further concession closures will
follow.
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For CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK, these court
rulings led among other things to the reopening
of a concession in Cuxhaven. In Braunschweig,
Lehre and Helmstedt, all concessions remained
open due to the strict implementation of preliminary legal protection proceedings. Overall,
however, the Higher Administrative Court has
further cemented its ruling that multiple concessions are inadmissible. In 2017, 16 branches
in Lower Saxony had to be reduced down to one
concession, and more will follow.
Furthermore, the respective state arcade laws
and implementing acts also led to an increasing
number of new requirements, especially in the
area of prevention. For example, there was a
growing call for possibilities to blacklist players
and corresponding admission controls. The Gauselmann Group continued to rely on the FACECHECK biometric face recognition system, which
offers the possibility of conducting efficient,
reliable and contactless admission controls in
amusement arcades. This is already being used
in branches in Baden-Württemberg, RhinelandPalatinate and North Rhine-Westphalia. FACECHECK screens all visitors with a mini-camera
when they enter the venue. The digital facial
patterns created by the system are processed
in a matter of seconds so that barred players
can be reliably identified and excluded from
playing. In addition, the system recognises the
age of the guests, so that if a guest appears to

Employees as a decisive
success factor

be underage, this is also displayed and can be
checked by the staff. The data of players who
are not blacklisted are automatically deleted
immediately after the check has been run. The
introduction of player blacklisting in Bavaria
on 1 July 2017 was implemented in the CASINO
MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK branches there with the
help of FACE-CHECK. By comparison, the overall legal situation of the individual locations
is heterogeneous and this is an issue that will
continue to occupy the company in the 2018
financial year.
In the completed financial year, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK did not develop any new business segments, but instead concentrated on its
core business of arcades and installations in the
bar and restaurant sector. Nevertheless, arcade
management, a service for slot machine operators to advance and establish their business in
the market, was expanded from 26 locations
with 44 concessions to 65 locations with 126
concessions. In addition, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK further expanded its portfolio through
the acquisition of the msp Group on 1 September 2016, which completed its first year of operations in 2017. The business activities of the
msp Group include the installation of gaming
and amusement machines in restaurants and
snack bars as well as in the foodservice industry, for example in motorway service stations
and petrol stations. During the financial year

Multiple awards –
CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK

2017, the number of locations increased from
425 to 524 and the number of machines from
706 to 876. This positive business development
also resulted from the takeovers of the installation operations of Rodermond GmbH, Jupiter
Zwanzig GmbH and Kleeblatt-Automaten-Aufstell GmbH with a total of 115 locations and
more than 200 AWP machines. At the same
time, the company recorded a slight increase in
the number of employees.
CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK’s success is reflected in the numerous awards it has received.
In March 2018, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK was
voted ‘Germany’s most popular arcade’ by the
business magazine FOCUS-MONEY for the third
time in a row. The company took first place in
the overall ranking and earned the accolade
‘very good’ in each of the five individual categories ‘professionalism’, ‘choice of games’,
‘service’, ‘staff’ and ‘atmosphere’. In addition, in
2018 CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK was named
Top National Employer by FOCUS-BUSINESS
magazine, making it one of the most recognised companies in Germany with very high
staff satisfaction. CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK
already claimed the title of Top National Employer in the years 2015, 2016 and 2017. In addition, the company successfully participated in
the TOP Service Germany 2016 competition,
in which it belongs to the excellence group.
In 2013, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK was the
only company in the gaming machine industry
to receive the Bronze Service Champion seal.

In order to maintain this high level, CASINO
MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK continued to focus on the
training and development of its employees in
2017. The three-year training course leading to
the qualification of ‘coin-op specialist’ provides
young professionals with a solid basis for a career in the gaming machine industry. This offers
trainees in the Gauselmann Group the opportunity to specialise in the field of coin-op service with a focus on commercial business processes and customer service.
In 2017, 39 aspiring coin-op specialists started
their training with the company. Employees of
the CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK branches who
have started as lateral entrants can obtain additional professional qualification through the
so-called external examination. They are prepared for the final examination as a coin-op
specialist at the Chamber of Industry and Commerce on a part-time basis. After the profession
was reorganised, employees from all over Germany were able to take the course under the
new examination rules in 2017. In November,
20 employees embarked on the course. Another training option offered by the company is
in-service training to become a casino service
specialist (IHK-approved). The 600th graduate
received his certificate in 2017 and by the end
of the year more than 610 employees had completed the IHK certificate course.
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In order to develop the qualifications of new
employees early on and at the same time foster
a commitment to the company, one-and-a-halfday introduction meetings, so-called kick-off
meetings, take place at Schloss Benkhausen,
the Gauselmann Group’s training centre in Espelkamp. In addition to regular product training
courses, the company also organises the socalled qualifying campaign once a year. This
keeps staff at all CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK
arcades in Germany and at the service headquarters in Espelkamp abreast of current topics
and developments in the company and the industry. The topic of player and youth protection
is dealt with in all initial and advanced training
measures. Based on the statutory prevention
requirements, employees were trained in inhouse measures and through external institutions in 2017.
As part of the introduction of player blacklisting
in Bavaria in July 2017, communication training
for arcade management staff was relaunched.
In addition, employees were provided with a
guideline to help them identify conspicuous
guests early on.
In the completed financial year, new arcade
management teams again received comprehensive induction training at the flagship store
in Espelkamp. At the beginning of 2018, CASINO
MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK responded to the increasing number of arcades with a single concession and the related demands on employees
with induction in Espelkamp, followed by an
induction period in the new branch in Lübbecke, which has a concession. At their own

request, managers receive individual coaching
from CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK’s personnel
development experts, which strengthens them
in their leadership role on a case by case basis.
All in all, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK provides
a variety of further training options, which
offer employees professional development and
career advancement opportunities and at the
same time strengthen loyalty to the company.
The latter is also promoted by other offerings
of the company in response to demographic
developments and the related increase in the
average age of employees. Company health
management and, on request, company integration management after a prolonged absence
due to illness are established standards at
CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK.
In order to help established managers sustain their success over the long term, a range
of seminars is available which, in addition to
strengthening and developing their leadership
skills, also focus on promoting and maintaining
their health. The company responds to the usual
shift and weekend work of staff in the arcades
with IT-assisted personnel deployment planning
based on the wishes of the employees. For the
past several years, employees have been able
to call the free employee support line (MUT) for
expert advice and support in all situations.

The comprehensive training and development
of employees leads to another success factor:
first-class customer service. This is what for
years has set CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK apart
from the competition. In 2016, 2017 and 2018,
the company was voted ‘most popular gaming
arcade’ and received the accolade ‘very good’
in the ‘service/customer service’ category, once
again underpinning its consistent industry-wide
success in this area.
As in previous years, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK continued to focus on first-class entertainment centres and a modern product portfolio
in 2017. For his first arcade in Delmenhorst,
company founder Paul Gauselmann designed
a modern interior that stood out clearly from
other venues and was in stark contrast to the
‘gambling den’ image that still stuck to the few
existing ‘gambling halls’ at that time. Over the
decades, the design in the CASINO MERKURSPIELOTHEK arcades has been continuously updated and adapted to reflect modern requirements. The modern interior design concepts
are devised at the company’s headquarters in
Espelkamp by the Creative and Design Development department taking account of corporate design guidelines, and their exclusive
appearance ensures a high recognition value.
Together with the equally exclusive exterior design of the entertainment centres, the CASINO
MERKUR SPIELOTHEK arcades clearly set themselves apart from the competition. ‘Innovative

products and games’ are another pillar of the
company’s success. To ensure CASINO MERKURSPIELOTHEK arcades give guests the best entertainment experience, they are offered a modern
product mix that, in addition to state-of-the-art
cabinets, also includes a wide variety of games.
In order to make this diversity possible, around
5,700 games packages were exchanged in
the company’s entertainment centres in 2017.
What’s more, the share of Gauselmann’s successful M-BOX gaming machine increased by 40
per cent.
As part of its quality assurance, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK has for the past several years
undergone regular certification. In October 2017,
the company – like its affiliated companies adp
Gauselmann GmbH and adp Merkur Service –
was certified for quality management by SGSTÜV Saar in accordance with the international
DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 standard. SGS-TÜV Saar
had previously comprehensively audited the
companies on a total of 37 audit days.
At the end of 2016, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK
and other companies and holdings of the Gauselmann Group were already certified by SGSTÜV Saar for their energy management system
in accordance with the international ISO 50001
standard.
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In order to leverage synergy effects between
the individual companies when it comes to
quality management and energy management
certification, the Gauselmann Group has since
cooperated exclusively with SGS TÜV Saar. As
part of the industry-specific certifications, the
headquarters and numerous CASINO MERKURSPIELOTHEK arcades were certified by TÜV InterCert Saar in line with the “TÜV-GJSTIC:1116 Geprüfter Jugend- und Spielerschutz” (Verified
Youth and Player Protection) standard in 2015
and 2016 and by TÜV Rheinland in accordance
with the “Regelmäßig geprüfte Spielstätte”
(Regularly Inspected Gaming Arcade) standard.
The arcade certification is an ongoing process
that was continued in 2017 with certification of
250 branches.
After the First Amended Interstate Gambling
Treaty (GlÜÄndStV) was implemented in 2017
and the company had to accept reductions in the
number of installed machines in almost all German states, further reductions are also to be expected for 2018, with a corresponding negative
impact on earnings. In addition, it can be assumed that the reduction in the number of arcades will prompt municipalities to compensate
for lost income by increasing the amusement
tax. Many municipal representatives are aware
that a cumulative burden from the amusement
tax and the restrictive laws will lead to the
bankruptcy of legal amusement arcade operators in the medium term and consequently to
a total loss of amusement tax income from this
segment for municipalities.

Based on various discussions with municipal
decision-makers in North Rhine-Westphalia,
positive signals emerged pointing towards
granting a temporary exemption in the event of
undue hardship. The company continues to hold
that by analogy with Bavaria the future existence of all current arcades in Germany should
be assessed by the decision-makers of the municipalities according to qualitative criteria.
As a result of the legal restrictions described
above, no multiple concessions have been
eligible for approval since July 2012 and rival
companies have also had to cease their expansion activities in this segment. In 2017, it once
again became apparent that as market leader
in terms of quality CASINO MERKUR SPIELOTHEK
was significantly more attractive for players
than the competition, so that any opportunities
arising in a currently stagnating environment
were consistently exploited.
The ever increasing requirements and restrictions lead to a qualitatively and quantitatively
unaffordable burden for a majority of small,
mostly family-run amusement arcade operators. Many entrepreneurs are therefore currently considering selling their companies. This
in turn offers CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK as
qualitative market leader inorganic expansion
possibilities. As an alternative to acquisitions,
CASINO MERKUR SPIELOTHEK has successfully
established itself in recent years as a service
provider for external arcade operators with the
‘arcade management’ project.

Another potential growth segment is the bar
and restaurant sector. In its ruling, the Federal
Administrative Court also refers to the comparability of amusement arcades and restaurants.
Here, the Administrative Court is of the opinion
that arcades and restaurants are basically not
comparable, since in restaurants a maximum
of three gaming machines may be installed,
the gastronomic offering is in the foreground
and non-players represent a form of social control, which is not the case in arcades. In order
to spread the risk, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK
made further company acquisitions in the gastronomy segment in the completed financial
year. This market segment is highly diversified,
so that the integration of the predominantly
small companies can lead to considerable synergy effects.

best range of services, the company is significantly more resilient than its competitors.
The operating result for the 2018 financial year,
excluding special effects from the GlüÄndStV
and the corresponding state laws, is expected
to be below the previous year’s level. In line
with this, sales will also decrease compared to
the previous year since, as already mentioned,
a further reduction in the number of machines
is to be expected. The company is attempting
to counter this trend through increased organic
and inorganic expansion. In addition, the focus
is also on expanding the gastronomy segment
and acquiring additional customers in arcade
management.

Despite the current legal uncertainties, the opportunities and prospects for 2018 are still rated
as reasonably good. This is supported above
all by the fact that, as market leader with the
most attractive range of new AWP machines,
state-of-the-art high-quality venues and the
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International
Since the opening of the first Gauselmann
Group entertainment centre in Amsterdam in
1986, the Merkur sun has also shone in other
European countries. In 2017, the Gauselmann
subsidiary CASINO MERKUR International held a
portfolio of electronic casinos in Bulgaria, Croatia, the Netherlands, Slovakia, Spain, the Czech
Republic, Serbia and the UK. In the 2017 financial
year, CASINO MERKUR International operated a
total of 365 entertainment centres with more
than 15,500 machines under a brand presence
that takes account of the cultural specificities
of the local markets. The number of employees
increased by 1,430 to 3,776
CASINO MERKUR International recorded sales
growth in almost all countries in 2017. The largest and most important markets for the company were the UK, Serbia and the Czech Republic. The company did not tap into any new
markets in 2017. With the integration of 123
branches of the Serbian company Balkan Bet,
the Gauselmann Group concluded one of the
largest expansions in the company’s history.
The Balkan Bet umbrella brand subsumes the
operating activities and arcades as well as the

stationary and online sports betting activities
of the two companies Beo Impera and Pionir
Internacional. In existing business in the UK, the
Czech Republic and Croatia, however, earnings
were down compared with the previous year.
CASINO MERKUR International enjoyed a stable
gaming environment in 2017 in Bulgaria, the
UK, Spain, Serbia and Croatia, while the company was exposed to difficult political conditions in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and the
Netherlands in 2017. For example, a new gaming law came into force in the Czech Republic
on 1 January 2017. In order to hold on to their
casino licenses, venues are required to offer
live games in addition to slot machines from 1
January, 2018.

CASINO MERKUR International also offers
live matches in the Czech Republic

Here, the Gauselmann Group’s several years
of experience with live games from the operation of its casinos in Leuna-Günthersdorf and
Magdeburg proved an advantage. In addition,
the company faces the threat of further branch
closures in the Czech Republic. In Slovakia, the
development of gaming legislation continued
to be critical in 2017. Petitions were initiated to
ban arcades in the entire Bratislava area.
Like its affiliated company CASINO MERKURSPIELOTHEK, initial and advanced staff training
plays a central role at CASINO MERKUR International. On the one hand, imparting and expanding product and industry knowledge helps
to secure the company’s competitiveness,
which goes hand in hand with competent and
technically savvy personnel. On the other hand,
it offers staff the possibility for professional and
personal development, thus strengthening their
loyalty to the company. In 2017, for example,
the company continued to provide product
training and offered leadership and personality
seminars for executives.

In addition to extensive staff training, CASINO
MERKUR International – like its affiliated company CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK – attaches
great importance to state-of-the-art products,
attractive interior design and best service. The
offering is tailored to the needs of customers
and the entertainment culture in the respective
countries.
In the financial year 2017, CASINO MERKUR International benefited from the binding structures
and processes established and implemented
in previous years, which were adapted and
further developed. This includes organisational
charts as well as international guidelines and
an optimum regional controlling system. Regular centralised and decentralised coordination
meetings in the individual countries are intended to foster the flow of information. The clearly
defined structures and processes provide the
company with a solid starting point for mastering future challenges.
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Operation of casinos
As in previous years, CASINO MERKUR International will continue to focus on consolidation
in 2018. This will go hand in hand with earnings improvements, which the company hopes
to achieve in the UK and the Netherlands by
optimising locations. Existing markets will be
carefully reviewed in 2018. Expansion is only an
option for the company in safe markets such as
Serbia, Spain and the Netherlands. In Slovakia,
CASINO MERKUR International still holds licenses
until the end of 2018 and is trying to ward off
the petitions initiated there to ban arcades in
the Bratislava area by the end of the year by
invoking EU law. In the Czech Republic, CASINO MERKUR International will add live games
and install additional machines in existing arcades in 2018 on the basis of the new Gaming
Act that came into force in 2017. In addition,
online business is to be established. In Spain,
new locations in the regions of Cantabria, Nav-

arra and Madrid complement the offering. The
company also has joint venture projects in Galicia. Three new locations in Roosendaal, Groningen and Bergen op Zoom are planned in the
Netherlands. As in past years, CASINO MERKUR
International intends to further optimise its
structures in line with the model of the German affiliate CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK. This
includes continuous evaluation of processes as
well as an overall country-specific review and
further development of the portfolio. Early 2018
also saw changes in the management structure
of the company, with responsibility for international business now vested in Stefan Bruns.

The Gauselmann Group has been active in the
casino sector since 2013. In the same year, the
newly founded Merkur Spielbanken SachsenAnhalt GmbH & Co. KG, a joint venture of the
Gauselmann Group and the Swiss Stadtcasino
Baden AG, won the Europe-wide tendering procedure for the licence to operate casinos in the
state of Saxony-Anhalt from 2014.
The first Merkur Spielbank opened its doors
in Leuna-Günthersdorf in December 2014. This
offered an innovative mix of technical and operational novelties as well as an exciting and
varied range of games, which redefined the
operation of casinos and has set new standards
for the industry ever since: ‘casinos made by
Gauselmann’!
Motivated by the success of the first casino
location, the group began planning the second location shortly after the opening of the
Leuna-Günthersdorf casino: the second casino
was opened in Magdeburg, the state capital of
Saxony-Anhalt, in April 2016. The Merkur Spielbank Magdeburg was planned along the same
lines as the operating concept in Leuna and
also offers an extensive range of slot machine
games as well as classic games.

Despite different architectural conditions, all
Merkur Spielbanken are characterised by a
unique and innovative operating concept and
a convincing range of games, state-of-the-art
technology, excellent service and, above all,
first-rate staff.
Besides the operation of casinos in SaxonyAnhalt, the Gauselmann Group continued to
develop its involvement in the casino sector.
Since 2016, the company has held a 40 per cent
stake in Spielbank Berlin GmbH & Co. KG, the
operating company of Spielbank Berlin. After
winning the casino tendering procedure held by
the German capital, Spielbank Berlin has been
granted a casino licence for the period 2018 to
2032 and offers exciting entertainment and exceptional service in a fascinating ambience at
four locations in the Berlin city area. Likewise
since 2016, the Gauselmann Group has also
been operating casinos on the high seas. The
company prevailed in a tendering procedure
for the operation of casinos on cruise ships of
Pullmantur Cruises S.L. and has since managed
casinos aboard the cruise line’s four ships under
the brand name CASINO MERKUR MARE. With
TUI Cruises, CASINO MERKUR MARE has gained
another important partner in the cruise industry
and further expanded this business segment.

The group may operate up to six casino locations in Saxony-Anhalt. In addition to the two
existing locations, planning has already begun
for the third, which will be opened in Halle an
der Saale in autumn 2018. Merkur Spielbanken
Sachsen-Anhalt has already invested in excess
of 16.5 million euros.
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Merkur Spielbank Magdeburg started in April
2016 initially as a pure slot machine casino
and was already expanded in autumn 2016 to
include classic games. In addition to regular
poker tournaments and cash game offerings at
three poker tables, the casino offers 85 casino
machines and two roulette stations on a total
area of 800 square metres.
The players and their well-being are the focus
of Merkur Spielbanken Sachsen-Anhalt. For this
reason, Merkur Spielbanken no longer has a
strict dress code – while guests are expected to
dress appropriately, it is not compulsory to wear
a suit and tie. Outstanding employees ensure
first-class service and exciting entertainment.

GAMING OPERATIONS
BUSINESS SEGMENT

Merkur Spielbanken
Sachsen-Anhalt
Merkur Spielbanken Sachsen-Anhalt has established itself as Germany’s most modern casino
through an innovative and unique operating
concept, setting new standards in Germany and
Europe. The success of Merkur Spielbanken is
based on first-class service, a varied range of
games and entertainment, highly-trained staff
and state-of-the-art technology. In addition to
the operating activities and game offerings,
the continuous optimisation process also covers
internal organisational workflows. In 2017, for
example, Merkur Spielbanken introduced digital
invoice handling. Digital processing of the entire invoice management (receipt, processing,
release and payment) has greatly simplified
and optimised the processes and workflows in
this area, so that it is planned to roll out this
system in other areas of the group in the future.
Merkur Spielbanken currently employs more
than 70 staff and one trainee at each of the
two locations. The focus is on continuous and
qualified initial and advanced staff training,

as well as on creating an appealing working
environment and conditions. The innovative
concept therefore also includes multifunctional
deployment of employees in as many areas of
work as possible.
The Merkur Spielbank Leuna-Günthersdorf convinces with a wide range of games on an area
of 1,900 square metres: in addition to classic
games that provide top entertainment at two
roulette tables, four poker tables and two flexible card tables, where for example blackjack
or Ultimate Texas Hold’em (UTH) can be played,
slot machine games on 96 casino machines
and 18 multi-roulette stations guarantee a
varied entertainment offering. The lounge and
bar area also provides a unique range of gastronomic delights. The casino in Leuna-Günthersdorf offers guests an outstanding gaming
experience in an exceptional atmosphere.

Merkur Spielbanken Sachsen-Anhalt also convinces with a modern cash management system. The special ticketing system replaces classic cash counters and ensures greater security.
It also greatly facilitates exchanging and paying
out money as well as the casino’s overall cash
management. The ticketing system is used for
the slot machines and classic games, so players
can switch game forms as and when they
wish and cash in their tickets at one of the pay
stations from the Gauselmann Group portfolio.

For Merkur Spielbanken Sachsen-Anhalt GmbH
& Co. KG, player protection is a top priority;
therefore it was the first European casino company to be certified by the Global Gaming
Guidance Group (G4). Among other things, the
internationally active G4 experts tested the
responsible gaming measures for conformity
and effectiveness in a multi-stage certification
process. The casinos in Leuna-Günthersdorf and
Magdeburg have both been accredited with the
G4 player protection.
Merkur Spielbanken Sachsen-Anhalt GmbH &
Co. KG developed positively in 2017, impressively outperforming the results of the German
casino industry. More than 100,000 visits to the
two casino locations show that the games and
entertainment on offer are well received by
players.
Based on this successful bottom line for the
2017 financial year, plans for further locations
are being consistently pursued. The opening of
another casino in Halle an der Saale will follow
in the third quarter of 2018.
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Spielbank Berlin
Spielbank Berlin once again occupied pole position among German casinos in 2017 and closed
the financial year with an impressive result.
The new concession granted in 2017 for operating the casinos in the German capital gives
the company and its employees security up
until 2032. However, the new framework conditions of the concession also involve structural
and organisational changes. As of 2018, it is
only permitted to operate four locations, which
resulted in the closure of the “Hasenheide”
casino location in December 2017. In addition,
all locations are now required to offer classic
games, which was previously only the case
at the main Potsdamer Platz location and the
Television Tower.

The management of Spielbank Berlin and its
employees have taken on these challenges and
are jointly optimistic about the future.

CASINO MERKUR MARE
CASINO MERKUR MARE operates casinos on
four cruise ships of the Spanish shipping company Pullmantur Cruises S.L. In the financial
year 2017, all four casinos were successfully
renovated and the product mix was optimised.
Total investment costs to date amount to over
7 million euros. Since the international market
and worldwide demand in the cruise industry is
continuing to increase, the Gauselmann Group
is expanding its activities in the CASINO MERKUR MARE segment. At the beginning of 2018,
for example, it acquired TUI Cruises as a further
partner.
The casino offering on the high seas is diverse
and provides varied entertainment in a stylish
maritime atmosphere: slot machine games
meet classic games such as blackjack or American roulette. Lotto, amusement machines and

wheels of fortune round off the game concept
on the various routes in the cruise regions of
Northern Europe, the Mediterranean, Latin
America and South America, the Caribbean and
the Orient.
The cruise industry is and will remain one of the
rapidly expanding leisure sectors. In the 2018
financial year, CASINO MERKUR MARE intends to
build on its successes and rising sales figures.
For this reason, the company will in future also
be involved on cruise ships of its new partner
TUI Cruises. In the second quarter of 2018, a
casino on TUI Cruises’ newly built “Mein Schiff 1”
will be put into operation with a multi-faceted
mix of slot machine games and classic games.
Another casino will follow on “Mein Schiff 2” in
the first quarter of 2019.

Modern ship casinos
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Operation of online casinos
in licensed markets
The Gauselmann Group has been active in the
growing online gaming segment since 2008,
with a focus on licensed and regulated markets.
All business activities in this segment relating
to strategy, business development and finances
are consolidated by Merkur Interactive.
In this segment, Merkur Interactive Services
(MIS) focuses on attractive online gaming offerings including slots, table games, live table
games and sports betting, offering this portfolio
in several European countries.
At its Berlin location, MIS consolidates services
for the operation and marketing of online gaming and online sports betting offerings in regulated European markets.
In 2017, this included the following market
presences:
• cashino.com – online casino in the UK
• merkurmagic.es – online casino in Spain
• merkur-win.it – online casino and online
sports betting offering in Italy
(plus skin solutions for partners)
• Merkur24.com – social casino in Germany,
the Netherlands, the Czech Republic,
the UK and Spain

Merkur24.com is the only MIS product currently
offered in Germany. The social casino was not
launched until September 2017 and is therefore
still in its development phase.
New markets were opened up in the past financial year, particularly in Germany, the Czech
Republic, the UK and Spain. In this context, the
existing central marketing and platform team
at the Berlin headquarters was supplemented
by a five-language international operations and
call centre team. At the end of the financial year
2017, a total of 49 people were employed centrally at MIS and locally in the respective markets, five more than in 2016, which corresponds
to a rise of 11 per cent.
The increasing digitalisation and mobilisation
of the Internet, the continuous development
of social networks, demographic change in
the population and the progressive expansion
of the Internet are proving to be the decisive
growth drivers for the online gaming market.
Currently, most of the regulated market is in
Europe, where more and more countries are
regulating online gaming business. The trend
towards liberalisation that already began some
years ago has continued here. In Germany, only
Schleswig-Holstein is currently licensed.

The online gaming market in Europe remains
very competitive and is characterised by multinational and often capital market-oriented companies. In recent years, numerous competitors
have merged and now dominate the market.
The business model of MIS is primarily characterised by a high level of customer orientation,
service quality and flexibility while at the same
time exploiting synergy effects and know-how
transfer through the central support of various
countries. Because games are also produced
within the Gauselmann Group itself, this presents further valuable synergies.

In addition to the continuous improvement of
the products, a significant increase in customers
and thus also in sales was recorded in the past
year.
Further business development in 2018 will
be marked on the one hand by the move to
software provider Playtech and on the other
by an intensive push into the liberalised Czech
market. In addition to an optimised range of
games, new and more aggressive marketing
activities are planned in various target markets.
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198 9
Paul Gauselmann receives the Federal Cross of
Merit on Ribbon for his wide-ranging commitment to social, cultural and sporting initiatives
and his service to the German slot machine
industry. He is nominated by North Rhine-Westphalia’s premier Johannes Rau.

Gauselmann Zentralverwaltung, Espelkamp, is converted into a public
limited company and starts to operate under the name Gauselmann
AG. Sales get under way in the new
federal states.

1989

1990

1991

After four years of effort and 80 files of
paperwork, the Atronic subsidiary receives
the manufacturing licence for the US state
of Nevada (Las Vegas). It is the only European company with a US licence.

Foundation of the Atronic subsidiary, managed
by son Michael.
Value added tax: as a result of the multiplier,
VAT is raised to a factor of three.

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

5 May 1994 – the second birth hour of the industry following the ECJ decision “to return to 1x
VAT”. Previously, 50 per cent of arcades had gone
bust.

1997

1998

1999

On the occasion of his 65th birthday, Paul
Gauselmann establishes the Gauselmann
Foundation with an endowment capital
today of 10 million euros, aimed at promoting social causes.

Paul Gauselmann receives the higher-graded
First Class Cross of Merit on a proposal by the
then North Rhine-Westphalian premier Wolfgang Clement.

2000

2001

2002

Introduction of LED technology in AWP
machines.
The Merkur Trendy – the successor model
to the Happy Touch – is launched. The
new amusement machine among other
things features improved software and an
ergonomic cabinet. The number of games
is increasing continuously. In subsequent
years numerous contests follow − the
Trendy Challenges.

2003

2004

adp Gauselmann GmbH is certified
by TÜV Rheinland in accordance
with the DIN EN ISO 9001 quality
standard.

2004
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The share of Internet business is growing
steadily and now accounts for a third of total
betting stakes. The number of bricks-and-mortar betting agencies grew in 2017 by nearly 800
new betting shops, terminal and kiosk locations.

“MERKUR SPORTS BETTING ALSO DEVELOPED DYNAMICALLY IN 2017. WE GREW BY
A GOOD 50 PER CENT IN GERMANY, AND WE ARE ALSO OPENING UP NEW MARKETS
INTERNATIONALLY – IN ADDITION TO AUSTRIA AND DENMARK NOW ALSO IN BELGIUM
AND SOON IN POLAND AND SPAIN – WITH OUR FIRST-CLASS MULTI-CHANNEL
OFFERING”.
NIKO STEINKRAUSS, MANAGING DIRECTOR MERKUR SPORTWETTEN GMBH

Sports betting
The Gauselmann Group is active in the sports
betting business segment under the management of Merkur Sportwetten GmbH, which consolidates the entire national and international
sports betting business of the group as provider
and broker in the stationary as well as online
and mobile segments. The sports betting offering is characterised by its broad scope and
diversity, as well as a high level of technical
competence. This becomes particularly clear
through the adaptation to different statutory
requirements and certification to DIN ISO 27001,
which affirms the high quality and safety standards of the Gauselmann Group’s sports betting
offering.
Under the Cashpoint, XTiP and Betcenter brands,
the Gauselmann Group in Germany, Austria,
Denmark and Belgium serves stationary, mobile
and online platforms. The high-street offering
includes the operation of own betting agencies
as well as a franchise system for betting shops,

sales outlets and shop-in-shop systems. With
its customer cards, the group offers a player
account for all platforms and thus a uniquely
integrated offering from the customer’s point
of view.
The 2017 financial year was characterised by
the consistent implementation of the market-oriented positioning of the sports betting
business segment with the product provider
Cashpoint as the heart of Gauselmann sports
betting and national sales companies operating
close to the market. Overall, as in the previous
year, Merkur Sportwetten GmbH grew very dynamically in all markets in 2017. Compared to
2016, betting stakes in the financial year 2017
increased by a good 50 per cent in Germany
and Denmark and by 20 per cent in Austria.
Stationary sales were significantly expanded
and betting stakes and earnings particularly in
the online segment increased massively.

Despite considerable investments in the growth
of Gauselmann sports betting, in particular to
strengthen the market position in the core
market Germany as well as the positioning as
a quality product platform, the operating result
was nevertheless up on the previous year.
The German sports betting market continued to
grow strongly in 2017. In the medium term, the
Gauselmann Group aims to establish itself with
its XTiP sports betting brand as a leading provider in the home market. However, the lack
of planning certainty and the failure to take
consistent action against providers not willing
to accept regulation as a result of the still unresolved licensing procedure in Germany continued to adversely affect business development. Together with other providers willing
to accept regulation, the Gauselmann Group
is continuing its efforts to establish a stable
and acceptable legal framework as quickly as
possible.

The Gauselmann Group has a leading position
in the Austrian market, which grew moderately
in 2017. At the beginning of the year, several
hundred locations of the acquired provider
Wettpunkt, own and third-party betting shops
and installation sites were speedily converted
to the Cashpoint platform. In this context, the
sales activities of the companies acquired in
2016 were consolidated with the existing teams
in a separate sales company, whose first task
was the technical and brand-related switchover
of the new locations. The regulatory environment in Austria remains challenging. In many
federal states, especially Vienna, conditions
were made more difficult and new taxes were
levied. However, the Austrian sports betting
market is generally stable and provides a calculable framework. The high quality and technical flexibility of the in-house betting provider
Cashpoint helps the group to stand its ground
and gain a competitive edge in this challenging
market environment.

World champion Lukas Podolski has
been brand ambassador for XTiP in
Germany since 1 January 2018
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The Danish sports betting market recorded
growth of 10 per cent last year and is dominated
by the state-owned provider Danske Spil. Cashpoint has established itself as a leading private
provider in Denmark. With the acquisition of the
stationary activities of the competitor Tipico,
the Danish sales company grew massively and
the betting shops sales channel significantly
expanded after the market had previously
been developed very successfully with kiosk
solutions.
In addition, Merkur Sportwetten GmbH entered
a new end customer market with a 50 per cent
stake in the Belgian provider Betcenter and is
now also active as a betting provider and broker
in Belgium. Betcenter had already converted its
entire betting offering to the Cashpoint multichannel product platform of the Gauselmann
Group in 2016. This cooperation has proved to
be extremely productive and profitable for both
sides. The business figures have developed excellently in the interim. In the relatively stable
market, earnings increased by 30 per cent in
2017 compared to 2016. With the participation
in Betcenter, the Gauselmann Group as number
two in the market holds a strong position in
Belgium, which can be further expanded going
forward in particular through acquisitions.

On the product side, the Cashpoint online platform was developed from scratch in 2017 and
has already been successfully introduced for
the mobile products of the XTiP and Cashpoint
brands as a replacement for the known products with very high acceptance rates. In the
course of 2018, the desktop and ultimately also
the betting terminal interface will be uniformly
converted to this new operating philosophy.
As part of the continuous development of the
offering, rugby and cricket have been included
as new components of the live betting offering,
in addition to a general broadening of the range
to include other sports.
In the online sector, XTiP FUN is a new product
for beginners that is now being actively placed
on the market. From the Bundesliga to the
Champions League to the World Cup, XTiP FUN
makes it easy to bet on Europe’s top football
matches. In just a few steps, punters can put
together an individual tip or select the readyto-go €100,000 tip, which offers the chance of
a big win.
To accompany advertising measures, a new
betting platform was developed, which was
used for ProSiebenSat.1 Media SE’s “Schlag den
Star” and “Schlag den Henssler” programmes. In
the sweepstakes, viewers can bet live on their
favourite programmes and win high-quality
prizes.

In December, the platform of the new white
label partner sportwetten.de, a subsidiary of
pferdewetten.de AG, was successfully launched.
This is a product solution that provides the Gauselmann technology and bookmaking services
under the brand of a partner.
In cooperation with adp Gauselmann GmbH,
an optimised version of the low-cost betting
terminal Bet Book Basic, which was very successfully launched on the market in 2016, was
developed and now launched on the market
together with a revised user interface. The Bet
Book Basic S offers maximum service friendliness and security. The separate technical and
cash area as well as the printer flap significantly
facilitate operation and maintenance of the betting terminal.
In addition to the further modernisation of the
betting platforms, a focus was placed in 2017
on improving adherence to the constantly increasing compliance requirements, giving the
company a unique selling point compared to
competitors. Furthermore, an extremely costeffective cash solution was created to increase
competitiveness in less liquid markets. A new,
web-based platform for electronic betting was
created in order to be able to supply a suitable
product for the growing business with smaller
sales outlets, for example in kiosks. Last year
saw the starting signal for the future use of artificial intelligence to further improve risk management in sports betting.
Driven by organic growth and takeovers, the
number of employees in the sports betting segment of the Gauselmann Group rose sharply
last year, so that at the end of the 2017 financial
year more than 750 employees worked for Gauselmann sports betting at the Cashpoint headquarters in Vienna, the national sales offices in
Vienna, Frankfurt and Copenhagen as well as
the company-operated branches. In Germany,
skills were strengthened, particularly with regard to online sales and marketing.

The dynamic growth of the sports betting segment will continue in 2018. It is planned to increase the total betting stakes by 40 per cent,
with the focus on the German market, where
XTiP intends to further expand its sales interface
and brand awareness with its new testimonial,
Lukas Podolski. Effective from 1 January 2018,
the football world champion is XTiP’s new brand
ambassador. With a 360-degree campaign,
Lukas Podolski will be present on television,
posters, online, in the social media channels
and in the XTiP betting shops.
As far as distribution channels are concerned,
the sports betting segment focuses on online
platforms (Internet and mobile), stand-alone
terminals and continued growth in quality locations, with the forms of distribution constantly
being adapted to market conditions and new
sales models being introduced, for example the
‘small betting shop’ model in conjunction with
an arcade in Denmark.
Internationally, the entry into the end customer markets in Poland and Spain is planned for
2018, where licence applications have been
submitted. In the medium term, opportunities
will arise for Gauselmann sports betting with
new licensing regimes in the Netherlands and
Sweden. In countries where other Gauselmann organisations are or will in future be active (Spielothek in Spain and the Netherlands,
Merkur in Poland), the advantages of the group
are fully exploited through close cooperation in
order to open up the new markets quickly and
efficiently.
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David Schnabel
Responsible Gaming Officer

For the Gauselmann Group, the overarching
issue of responsible gaming has been rigorously pursued for many years and is firmly
anchored within the group and at association
level. Youth and player protection have become
an integral part of the corporate philosophy and
have been incorporated into all internal policies
and guidelines. Despite these internal consumer protection guidelines, the government
rules for planning, implementing and monitoring the statutory youth and player protection
requirements have increased dramatically in
recent years and represent a considerable drain
on resources.
In order to fully comply with these growing
requirements in a goal-oriented manner and at
the same time document the high significance
of prevention work within the group, the central prevention department was set up in 2010.
Since then, all prevention activities of the group
have been consistently combined in the central
prevention department.

The main tasks of the central prevention department include developing, implementing
and evaluating social programmes, regular
internal and external reporting, training and
qualification of staff and continuous dialogue
with all relevant stakeholders. These include
players, family members, Gauselmann Group
staff, politicians, regulatory authorities, research
institutions, associations and the helpline.
In addition, important projects were initiated
and advanced in 2017. For example, a separate
social concept was developed and successfully
introduced for installations in bars and restaurants and an e-learning tool was designed
and individually adapted for the different applications (arcades, restaurants, sports betting,
casinos, etc.) and can be used in all areas.

The Gauselmann Group is
relying on FACE-CHECK

Dr Wolfgang Kursawe
Drogenhilfe Köln gGmbH

Roman Neßhold
Institute of Gambling
an Addiction, Austria

Pieter Remmers
Director Assissa Consultancy
Europe, the Netherlands

Responsible Gaming Commission
As in previous years, the central prevention
department is supported by the experts from
the Gauselmann Group Responsible Gaming
Commission. This is made up of three external
and world-renowned researchers and experts,
who are responsible for ensuring that the latest
scientific findings flow into the Gauselmann
Group’s prevention work. In addition, they continuously analyse, evaluate and optimise the
group’s prevention activities together with the
central prevention department.
The fundamental principles of all youth and
player protection measures are defined in the
social programmes of the Gauselmann Group.
Here again, the group set a precedent for the
entire sector by developing a social concept of
its own, even before the government defined
binding rules for the implementation of youth
and player protection measures in commercial gaming. This is evaluated, reviewed and
adapted annually to meet the latest legal and
addiction-related requirements.
International and national studies show that
the number of people who develop a problem
with playing games for money in Germany is
consistently below one per cent of the population. The latest study by the “Bundeszentrale
für gesundheitliche Aufklärung – BZgA” (Federal
Centre for Health Education) puts the number of
problematic players at approximately 0.56 per
cent and the number of pathological players
at approximately 0.31 per cent of the adult

population (report “Glücksspielverhalten und
Glücksspielsucht in Deutschland”, BZgA 2018 –
Gambling Behaviour and Gambling Addiction
in Germany). However, while this bears out the
fact that the number of affected players has remained stable at a low level for years, the Gauselmann Group works constantly to optimise its
in-house consumer protection measures. When
it comes to transferring the defined prevention
measures into practice, the employees of the
Gauselmann Group play an important role. As
the central interface to the players, it is their job
to identify persons exhibiting potentially problematic gaming behaviour early on, establish
contact and offer support.
All staff are regularly made aware of and trained
in player and youth protection. These issues are
an integral part of all initial and advanced training modules. In 2016, the Gauselmann Group
hosted over 11,000 training sessions relating to
the topics of youth and player protection. On
average, staff take part in three internal and external training sessions a year in this area. In this
way, they are not only made aware of practical
aspects relating to implementation, but also of
the enormous importance of the topic and the
attendant responsibility towards players. Staff
thus develop a high degree of awareness for
their duties with regard to prevention and are
able to implement player protection measures
effectively.
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In addition to in-house training and information
measures, the Gauselmann Group has also developed extensive information for players and
their families. This includes basic information
about the possible risks of gaming, as well as
where to turn for support and assistance. One
important medium is the ‘Gaming rules – information for players and their families’ responsible gaming flyer. These flyers are available
and prominently displayed at around 250 of the
Germany-wide CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK arcades, the Merkur Spielbanken Sachsen-Anhalt,
bars and restaurants and XTiP branches, in up to
five languages. In addition to a self-test, they
contain contact details for helplines and counselling services in the vicinity of the respective
venue. On the back of the flyers handed out in
the gastronomy segment is a QR code with a
link to the Safer Gaming website.
In 2017, the existing information materials were
supplemented by a new Check Card, which is
used in all gaming segments of the Gauselmann Group. A WhatsApp number is used here
as a communication channel between the
player or a relative and the central prevention
department. This card uses the Lie Bet Test,
which consists of only two questions, to assess
playing behaviour.
To enable it to offer rapid and uncomplicated
help, the Gauselmann Group set up an in-house
helpline database that has been maintained
and regularly updated since 2011. The database currently contains around 1,000 addresses. Apart from being used to create the player
protection flyers, this address list is also available via a query tool on the Gauselmann Group
website.

Besides measures aimed at social concepts, all
operators are increasingly confronted with calls
for blacklisting. The federal state of Hesse introduced a state-wide blacklist for arcades back in
2014, which required players to present ID and
disclose personal data before entering the arcade.
For this reason, the group started developing an
innovative biometric admission control system
in 2014 and again focused on driving forward
the establishment of this system in 2017. FACECHECK, which was developed together with the
leading company for biometric entry control
systems, now plays an elementary role within
the group’s prevention measures and has been
adapted to the various application scenarios in
the individual federal states. This ensures that
this innovative system ideally complements
and optimises the youth and player protection
measures in the venues.
It checks all players without exception and informs arcade staff if a player is barred or underage. The system works by creating digital facial
patterns of all players entering the arcade and
comparing them with a blacklist. The images of
non-barred players are immediately deleted.
With FACE-CHECK, the Gauselmann Group is
relying on a data-efficient procedure that does
not require players to disclose personal data.
Unlike manual matching of data, human error
is practically eliminated and checking against
the blacklist is securely implemented and access to the venues optimised. The system also
has advantages for the responsible authorities:
all system messages and the operating time of
the admission control system are seamlessly
logged and can be made available to the responsible supervisory authorities – comparable
to a ‘black box’ in trucks.

FACE-CHECK was installed in all CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK arcades in Baden-Württemberg
in 2016, and is already in use in Rhineland Palatinate and Thuringia and the Merkur Spielbanken Sachsen-Anhalt. Locations in North RhineWestphalia have also already been equipped
with the FACE-CHECK system. Further locations
are gradually being added. In chorus with the
leading industry associations, the group is advocating a nationwide blacklist based on biometric features. As opposed to minimum distances and the ban on multiple concessions,
the group views this as a more effective step
towards greater player and consumer protection. In the future, FACE-CHECK will also be integrated directly into the gaming machines (e.g.
In the bar and restaurant sector). Prototypes of
this FACE-CHECK gaming machine system are
already being tested and continuously further
developed.
The issue of player and youth protection with
all its challenges and requirements and especially the establishment of the social concept
measures are key aspects in the certification of
the Gauselmann Group and arcades by various
certification institutes. For arcades, TÜV Intercert Saar carried our certification in line with the
“TÜVGJSTIC:1116 – geprüfter Jugend- und Spielerschutz” (Verified Youth and Player Protection)

standard and TÜV Rheinland in accordance with
the “Regelmäßig geprüfte Spielstätte” (Regularly Inspected Gaming Arcade) standard. In
addition to the TÜV certifications, ClarCert’s certification procedure with the player protection
quality seal was successfully introduced in the
company in 2017.
Merkur Spielbanken Sachsen-Anhalt was the
first casino organisation in Europe to undergo
accreditation by the Global Gambling Guidance
Group (G4). Both the Merkur Spielbank in LeunaGünthersdorf and the Merkur Spielbank in Magdeburg completed the accreditation procedure
directly when they opened and have been
successfully re-certified to G4 every year since.
To this end, the internationally operating G4 experts examine on an ongoing basis the effectiveness of the responsible gaming measures
and controlled their conformity with the strict
G4 accreditation guidelines, which also take
the relevant national and federal state laws for
casinos into account.
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2005

Investment in Cashpoint Agentur & IT-Service GmbH (founded 1996).

Foundation of the companies Merkur Casino and Merkur Gaming. Controlling stake
in the company Cashpoint Sportwetten
and entry into the sports betting market.

Presentation of the innovative foosball
robot at the IMA (International Trade Fair
for Amusement and Vending Machines).
Collaboration with the University of Freiburg was launched in 2003 with the aim to
develop the prototype into a marketable
foosball robot under the name Star Kick.

2005

2006

2007

On the occasion of her 80th birthday, Karin
Gauselmann made a 5 million euro contribution to the Gauselmann Foundation, which
was then renamed “Paul und Karin Gauselmann Foundation”.

On the initiative and after many years of
campaigning on the part of Paul Gauselmann, the new, industry-specific apprenticeship professions ‘coin-op service technician’ and ‘coin-op specialist’ (Chamber
of Industry and Commerce-approved) are
officially recognised.
In 2008, the newly developed Merkur Dispenser 100 banknote recycler is launched
– the beginning of a success story. Today,
an amazing 125,000 of these masterpieces
are in daily use.
Whether slant-top, upright or Highflyer:
with the Merkur Ideal product line, the
cabinet design is enhanced and the software and database exchange revolutionised.

2008

2009

Acquisition of Schloss Benkhausen and
conversion into a modern conference
hotel (completion 2015).
Multi-user machines such as the Merkur
Roulette Spirit and jackpot systems offer
varied entertainment.

2010

2011

2012

On 2 June 2007, the company
celebrates its 50th anniversary
in Halle/Westphalia in the
presence of illustrous guests
(Dr Guido Westerwelle, Prof.
Dr Kurt Biedenkopf and Dr Rolf
Krumsiek).

The CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK headquarters receives official TÜV certification
in accordance with the international DIN
EN ISO 9001:2008 standard.

First casino licence in
Saxony-Anhalt.
The Merkur My Top
Game games library
featuring over 200
games is launched.

2013

With the construction of the new logistics centre (Hall 8) at the Lübbecke development and production site, the Gauselmann Group completes the biggest
construction project in the company‘s history to date with an investment volume of
approximately 30 million euros.
In December 2014, the two millionth machine rolls off the production line at the
adp plant in Lübbecke.

2014

In Baden-Württemberg, the FACE-CHECK biometric face recognition system is introduced,
which reliably identifies barred players with
the help of biometric facial data. At the same
time, the individual facial patterns are used
to calculate players’ age.
Under the brand name CASINO MERKUR
MARE, the Gauselmann Group taps into a
new business segment with operation of
four casinos aboard four ships of the Pullmantur Cruises shipping line.
Gauselmann becomes a 40 per cent shareholder of the Germany’s largest casino in
Berlin.

2015

2016

In 2015, CASINO MERKUR-SPIELOTHEK
receives its first “Top National Employer”
award from the news magazine Focus. It
has also been a recipient of the award in
subsequent years as well.

500 gaming arcades Europe-wide, start as
a licensed sports betting and online casino
provider in Schleswig-Holstein. Acquisition
of the British arcade chain Praesepe with
170 entertainment centres, bingo clubs and
the world’s largest bingo hall, as well as
1,500 employees; largest acquisition in the
company’s history.

Paul & K arin Gauselm ann

2017

60 years of Gauselmann
40 years of Merkur
25 years of the Merkur
Advisory Board

With the inauguration of Schloss Benkhausen, the German Coin-op Museum
also moved to new premises and presents temporary exhibitions in a modern
setting.

2017
The M-BOX cabinet series sets new
benchmarks in terms of design and
ergonomics.
Transfer of the entire corporate group to
the Gauselmann Family Foundation.

MERKUR

INTERACTIVE SERVICES
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PERSONNEL

With the right sense for international markets
and the latest trends, the Gauselmann Group is
one of the world’s leading gaming corporations
in the market. However, this can only be achieved with highly-trained experts.
The training of our own junior staff and the sustained promotion of professional and soft skills
of our employees are an important cornerstone
of our corporate strategy. Under the term PERSONNEL we subsume the skills, abilities and
talents of our employees, which they have acquired through initial and advanced training
and experience and with which they contribute
to the success of the company.

Employees
Personal identification with the industry, our
products and services is a decisive factor for the
success of our family-run corporate group, not
only in Germany but also worldwide. Our employees are an essential part of our corporate
value creation. This plays an important role,
particularly in the context of our international
growth objectives. After all, it is our staff and
the way in which we work together within the
group that guarantee our future success.
We do not regard our employees as a cost factor, but value the abilities, skills, talents and
performance of each individual. Our goal is to
optimally deploy the more than 12,000 men
and women worldwide so that all employees
can be supported on their chosen career path
and be given the opportunity to develop their
individual talents. In this way, we create concrete values not only for the employees themselves, but also for our company, our customers
and all other stakeholders.

As of 31 December 2017, the Gauselmann Group
employed a total of 12,480 people worldwide,
of whom 7,225 are based in Germany and 5,255
abroad. While the proportion of jobs in Germany
increased slightly by 4.3 per cent, the increase
in personnel abroad was almost 50 per cent.
At the balance sheet date, around 220 young
people were doing an apprenticeship or traineeship.
Through numerous benefits, in particular a
broad spectrum of measures to support employee health, the Gauselmann Group has for
years proved itself to be a valued and reliable
employer. For the excellent development prospects and staff training and advancement, the
Gauselmann Group received FOCUS-MONEY
magazine’s Top Career Prospects award. Furthermore, the Gauselmann Group also received
the Best Place to Learn quality seal. Several
times in a row – 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018 – the
CASINO MERKUR SPIELOTHEK subsidiary has received FOCUS magazine’s Top National Employer
award.

Internal communications
In order to be prepared for the challenges of
modern internal communications and cooperation, a completely new communications platform – Games Makers 2.0 – was introduced
across the Gauselmann Group in 2017. In this
social intranet (SI), employees can exchange
information and ideas and network across the
group. The SI can be accessed and used from
offices, arcades, production plants or on the
move. All 12,000-plus employees are to be successively linked to the SI.

Further proof of the high level of identification
of the employees with the company is the continuous increase in long-term service to the
company of 25, 30 or more years.
The Gauselmann Group places emphasis
on initial and advanced training
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PERSONNEL

Initial and advanced training
With the right sense for international markets
and the latest trends, the Gauselmann Group is
one of the world’s leading gaming corporations
in the market. However, this can only be achieved with highly-trained experts. The training
of our own junior staff and the sustained promotion of professional and soft skills are therefore an important cornerstone of our corporate
strategy. Hand in hand with this is the goal to
offer all trainees and apprentices suitable job
prospects within the company after they have
completed their training.
More than 200 people are currently doing an
apprenticeship or traineeship in one of 16 different occupations. Altogether 49 trainees of
the Gauselmann Group successfully completed
their training in 2017. As many as 86 per cent
of the graduates decided to continue working
in the group.
Apart from traditional administrative and commercial/technical professions, the Gauselmann
Group also offers dual courses of study and the
three-year vocational training course leading
to the qualification of coin-op specialist. Paul

Gauselmann was one of the key initiators who
campaigned for the conceptual design and introduction of this industry-specific apprenticeship profession.
Even during their training, junior staff can
choose freely from a number of advanced
training options and additional qualifications,
including IT training courses, language courses,
differentiated qualification programmes for
managers, environmental and safety training
courses as well as industry-specific additional
qualifications and technical workshops.

Personnel development and
personnel marketing
Our world is becoming more and more individual, people are increasingly striving for the
possibility to develop and sharpen their profile.
Standstill means a step backwards. In order to
attract or retain skilled and experienced employees for the Gauselmann Group, general
further training measures and target groupspecific training programmes are developed in
the area of personnel development. In addition,
sustainable solutions are developed in various
committees and seminar series together with
specialists and managers from all business segments in order to guarantee successful recruiting.
When recruiting qualified new talent, the Gauselmann Group increasingly relies on modern
personnel marketing measures. In addition to
the granting of scholarships in cooperation with
various initiatives, the company regularly offers
a variety of practice projects and internships for
students attending higher education establishments and universities.

Besides vocational training fairs, the series of
events known as the Gauselmann Career Academy is regarded as one of the main sources for
young people to obtain an overview of their
own career opportunities.

Occupational health management

Company sports association

The extensive offering of qualification and
training measures for all Gauselmann Group
employees is complemented by a broad spectrum of measures to support employee health
offered under the name Fit & Fun by Gauselmann within the occupational health management scheme primarily at the company’s headquarters in Espelkamp and Lübbecke. Since
2008, the topic of health care and prevention
has been of particular importance in the company. The measures implemented are varied
and include courses such as back training or
yoga, which are recognised and subsidised by
health insurance companies, cooking courses
and nutritional advice, massage at the workplace as well as a series of free preventive
medical check-ups, including skin screening, flu
vaccinations, fitness check-ups and stroke risk
counselling.

The MERKUR Gauselmann e. V. (BSG) company
sports association is the largest company sports
community in the Minden-Lübbecke district
with around 1,000 members in 23 different
sporting disciplines and is also one of the largest
company sports associations in North RhineWestphalia. Athletes in the various disciplines
demonstrate their sporting spirit and talent in
numerous competitions and tournaments. The
football team in particular has won German and
European championship titles several times in
a row.

Within the context of the “Gesunde Unternehmen” (Healthy Companies) initiative,
Gauselmann AG was recognised in the Gold
category in 2017 for its exemplary corporate
concept in the area of occupational health and
safety, making it the first and so far only company in the Minden-Lübbecke district to receive
this award.

Merkur Seniors Club
For around the past 20 years, the Merkur Seniors Club has allowed the well over 100 active
members to keep in touch under the motto
‘Once Gauselmann, always Gauselmann’. The
club was founded in 1998 by 26 former employees who wanted to maintain active contact with their employer and former colleagues.
Its activities are diverse and informative, with
a clear focus on sociable get-togethers. In addition, the members are kept regularly updated
on current events and developments within the
group.

In cooperation with regional training providers,
the Gauselmann Group also regularly organises
workshops that provide practical tips and useful
information concerning choice of career and application.
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COMMITMENT
TO THE REGION

Petra (1st from left) and Armin Gauselmann hand over the
anniversary donation to the benefit of VITA e. V. Assistenzhunde

The credo of the Gauselmann family of entrepreneurs is to be there for one another, to remember one’s roots and to stand by one’s home
region. Social commitment in and around the
company’s headquarters in the Altkreis Lübbecke district is a matter that is close to the
hearts of the entire Gauselmann family, and
to Paul and Armin Gauselmann in particular.
These personal ties with the Eastern Westphalia
home region are manifested above all in support for clubs, charitable institutions and local
preventive health care initiatives. In addition,
the entrepreneurial family is keen to share their
entrepreneurial success with the local population in the Minden-Lübbecke district and give
something back to the region by supporting the
preservation and restoration of historically valuable buildings and monuments.
Last year, on the occasion of the company’s 60th
anniversary in September, the entrepreneurial
family expressed its solidarity with the local region with an open day for the local population.
The idea was to open up this special event not
only to employees, representatives from the
world of business and politics and friends of
the family but also to anyone interested in the
Gauselmann Group.

Instead of marking the occasion with gifts, Paul
Gauselmann and his family asked for donations
to the VITA e.V. Assistenzhunde association. This
produced the impressive sum of 177,000 euros,
which on the evening of the presentation
Armin Gauselmann together with his wife Petra
rounded up to 200,000 euros. Visitors could
enjoy free games and special offers including,
for example, a Ferris wheel or miniature golf
and bull riding. The 26,000 euros in proceeds
from the sale of food and drinks were then
donated in equal amounts to the Lübbecker
Land Tafel foodbank and the Lübbecke animal
shelter. In addition, all 29 kindergartens in the
region received an amount of 500 euros each
to support work in the field of early childhood
education.
Besides the numerous donations made during
the 60th anniversary celebrations, the Paul
and Karin Gauselmann Foundation supported
and implemented 144 different regional projects to the tune of over 200,000 euros in 2017.
The foundation was established in 1999 under
the name “Gauselmann Stiftung” (Gauselmann
Foundation). The name was changed in 2015 to
mark the occasion of Karin Gauselmann’s 80th
birthday. Since then, the organisation has had
an endowment capital of 10 million euros.

Another foundation set up in 2008 by the Gauselmann Group is the “Stiftung KinderfamilienHilfe” (Children-Family Support Foundation).
The endowment capital from this foundation
benefits families with underage children that
are experiencing temporary financial difficulties
because one or both parents have overindulged
their passion for gaming.
With the funds provided by the foundation, the
entrepreneurial family primarily promotes local
sport. Many sports projects, the organisation of
tournaments or the acquisition of equipment
for clubs could not have been realised without
the commitment of the Gauselmann Group. The
focus is primarily on promoting youth work and
young talent.
In addition to the numerous amateur associations, local professional sport has also been
continuously sponsored by the Gauselmann
Group for many years. For example, the company is the main sponsor of the TuS N-Lübbecke first division handball team and the Espelkamp-Mittwald tennis club, whose 1st men’s
30s team has been playing in the Bundesliga
for more than ten years and took home the
cup in the German Championship last year. The
very special connection to this club results from
the long-standing membership of Paul Gauselmann, who still plays tennis actively and with
the teams in the 70s and 75s age groups has
built up a genuine senior tennis stronghold. In
2017, for example, the men’s 70s age group won
the German Championship title.

The company has also sponsored the international Gerry Weber Open ATP 500 tennis
tournament in Halle/Westphalia for many
years. Apart from handball and tennis, the
Gauselmann Group also promotes the Germans’
favourite sport, football. The FC Preußen Espelkamp football club and also the second division
club DSC Arminia Bielefeld have been sponsored by the company for years.
Individual professional sports clubs and professional athletes outside the Altkreis MindenLübbecke district also received funding in the
completed financial year. For example, through
the XTiP sports betting brand the games makers
support the VfL Wolfsburg, MSV Duisburg, 1st FC
Heidenheim and Rot-Weiß Essen football clubs,
as well as professional wheelchair tennis player
Sabine Ellerbrock.
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TO THE REGION

Besides the support of associations and social
projects, the Gauselmann Group focuses on
health promotion. In collaboration with the
regional savings banks, the company initiates
an annual stroke information tour through the
Altkreis Lübbecke district. This offers the local
population the possibility of a free personal risk
factor assessment by a doctor over a period of
ten treatment days. This offering means a lot
to Paul Gauselmann in particular, who is regarded as the initiator of the tour and is a longstanding Board member of the “‘Schlaganfall’
Neurologische Klinik Minden e.V. Förderverein”
(charitable trust for the Minden Stroke – Neurological Clinic) initiative. Since the start of the
tour in 2002, more than 5,000 participants have
so far had check-ups.

As a commercial enterprise, the Gauselmann
Group is also aware of its responsibility towards
the environment. This has therefore become an
integral part of day-to-day operations. On the
one hand, the company has relied on the use
of renewable energies for many years. As early
as 1999, a wind turbine was erected at the Lübbecke production site and photovoltaic systems
were subsequently installed on the adp factory roof and the building technology centre in
Lübbecke, among others. On the other hand,
the company is committed to conserving resources and is therefore constantly optimising
its organisational and technical processes. This
reflects the importance the company attaches
to this issue. The development, production and
sales departments of adp Gauselmann GmbH
have been certified in accordance with the valid
DIN EN ISO 14001:2004 environmental management standard. The Gauselmann Group has also
undergone Europe-wide certification in accordance with ISO 50001 of its energy management
system, which is audited annually by SGS TÜV
Saar. This enables the company to fulfil European energy saving requirements.

Schloss Benkhausen
Another focus lies on preserving the region’s
cultural heritage. With the restoration of Schloss
Benkhausen started in 2010, for example, the
entrepreneurial family took the decision to save
one of the most important historical monuments in the region from dereliction and convert it into a training centre. The refurbishment
of the 500-year-old Schloss Benkhausen and
its estate was financed entirely from the entrepreneurial family’s private funds. In a five-year
project, the historical estate, which for nearly
five decades served the Wittekindshof Foundation as a residence and workshop for people
with disabilities, was converted into one of the
region’s most ultra-modern conference venues
and hotels. Featuring 11 seminar rooms and
38 single/double bedrooms for up to 50 overnight guests, it can be used as the Gauselmann
Group training centre, as well as for seminars
and events organised by external companies.

The castle with its impressive backdrop is also
very popular with bridal couples as a venue for
civil weddings. In June 2017, for example, the
100th civil marriage ceremony took place in
the manor house since the renovation of the
historic wedding chamber. In addition to hotel
rooms and seminar rooms, the historical barn at
Schloss Benkhausen has also been home to the
German Coin-Op Museum since 2013. With more
than 2,000 exhibits from all over the world,
which are refurbished and maintained in its
own workshop, the German Coin-Op Museum
is regarded as an ambassador for the entire
vending machine industry. The entrepreneurial
family laid the foundation for the world’s most
unique and largest collection of historical slot
machines in 1985.
With many different events and the castle café
“Die Rentei” opened in 2015, Schloss Benkhausen has become a popular excursion destination as a venue for art, music and culture.

Paul Gauselmann (2nd from right) is involved
in many areas, such as preventive health care
and environmental protection
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OUTLOOK ON THE BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT FOR 2018

As ‘the games makers’, the companies of the
Gauselmann Group have been providing gaming fun for decades – worldwide and with great
success. Under the motto ‘More than a game’,
we provide a contemporary entertainment
offering for the adult population that not only
meets the technological challenges of the globalised and Internet-based world, but also and
above all takes into account the latest findings
on prevention and consumer protection, and
offers players the best possible leisure-time entertainment with small stakes and prizes. With
a focus on its core competences (content – technology – operating) and strict implementation
of long-term strategies in the international
market environment, the group successfully
met these challenges again in the completed
2017 financial year.
For the 2018 business year, the Gauselmann
Group is expecting the business development
to be characterised by the growth of foreign
markets and the implementation of national
regulations. Both the current Gaming Ordinance
and the First Amended Interstate Gambling
Treaty (GlüÄndStV) and follow-up regulations
resulting from this still unclear regulatory
framework play a role here.
Through the Gaming Ordinance, the government regulates commercial gaming machines
in amusement arcades and restaurants as well
as other games with cash prize opportunities.
From 11 November 2018, only machines that
meet the stricter requirements of the Technical
Directive (TD5) defined in the Gaming Ordinance
(SpielV) may be operated.
Following expiry of the corresponding transition periods, the distance regulations specified
by the GlüÄndStV and the respective state arcade laws have been implemented nationwide
since 2017. However, there are major regional
differences. While some municipalities make
generous use of the hardship regulation and/
or the exemption possibilities, other municipalities are proceeding very restrictively. The dif-

ferent interpretations of the original intentions
and goals of the GlüÄndStV in each federal state
have resulted in a nationwide patchwork that
severely restricts the operational freedom of
movement of the industry and requires a variety of individual solutions.
In the sports betting segment, all private providers in the concession procedure that have
met certain minimum requirements should
have received final licences on the basis of the
Second GlüÄndStV from 1 January 2018. However, the states of Schleswig-Holstein, Hesse
and North Rhine-Westphalia have not ratified
this law. On 26 October 2017, the Federal Administrative Court ruled that the ban on organising or brokering casino, scratchcard and
poker games on the Internet is compatible with
constitutional and Union law, even after the
partial opening of the Internet as a distribution
channel for sports betting and lotteries. On publishing the reasoning behind the judgement,
the Court gave encouragement to all sports
betting providers who participated in the concession procedure, by generally recognising the
legality of this concession procedure from the
perspective of constitutional and Union law.
Against this background, the companies in the
core business segments Merkur – Gaming operations – Sports betting – Online gaming anticipate a challenging financial year that should
develop positively overall due to the group’s
solid basis and broad international positioning.
The Merkur business segment subsumes the
development, production and sales of amusement machines with and without cash prize
opportunities, as well as money management
machines in Germany and abroad. This business
area is particularly affected in Germany by the
conversion of machines in line with TR5. From
the middle of the year, the new TD5 products
and conversion kits for older devices will be delivered to customers and installed. This will be
accompanied by increased production capacity
utilisation and intensive sales efforts.

The international development and sales companies continued to grow in some cases very
substantially in 2017 and, due to their good
positioning in the global markets, have set ambitious targets with positive prospects for the
future overall. The UK and Spain remain the
most important markets in this segment, although development in the United States and
Latin America continues to be supported.
The Gaming operations business segment consolidates the group’s global activities in the arcade and casino sector. The unfavourable political framework resulted in a moderate decline
in sales in 2017 and will also have a significant
impact in 2018. However, with a clear quality
advantage over competitors and the associated
high level of customer loyalty, the earnings level
was stabilised and a sound basis was created
for the coming years. The company successfully
entered the casino business in 2015/2016, and
since then has steadily expanded its commitment. The company’s own casinos in SaxonyAnhalt and its investment in Spielbank Berlin
developed very positively in 2017, with further
growth forecast for 2018. The third casino location in Saxony-Anhalt is scheduled to open in
autumn 2018.
International casino operations on cruise ships
also promise growth. Four ship casinos are already being operated for Pullmantur Cruises
S.L., and two more casinos are to be added to
TUI’s “Mein Schiff” fleet in 2018. This will continue the success of this business segment
abroad.

In the strongly growing online gaming segment, the Gauselmann Group is active in several European countries where online gaming
is regulated. Focused on the UK, the Czech Republic and Spain, the company presents an attractive online gaming offering with slots and
table games under national licences. In addition, there is an innovative social casino in
which games can be played without money
stakes. Further products and markets are firmly
planned for 2018.
The Sports betting and Online gaming business
segment comprises the activities of the international sports betting business in regulated
markets. Under the Cashpoint and XTiP brands,
the Gauselmann Group has been active in the
sports betting market for more than ten years
and in the meantime operates sophisticated
full-service solutions on a stationary and online
basis that are adapted to the applicable laws
and regulations of the respective target markets. The segment is currently growing above
all outside Germany. New locations in Austria,
Denmark and Belgium were acquired in 2017.
Sales and earnings have improved continuously
and are also expected to develop positively in
the current financial year.
Based on its stable international positioning
and the strategic measures already initiated
in the past, the Gauselmann Group considers
itself well-positioned for the challenges of the
coming business years.

As in previous years, activities in the UK and the
Czech Republic remained stable and profitable
in 2017. Meanwhile, further strong markets are
moving into the focus of expansion, so that Serbia, the Netherlands, Croatia and Bulgaria are
likely to play a more important role in 2018/19.
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MANAGEMENT BOARD

GAUSELMANN
FAMILY FOUNDATION

Foundation‘s Advisory Board:
Sonja, Armin, Karin, Karsten, Paul, Michael and Janika Gauselmann (from l. to r.)

Paul Gauselmann

Armin Gauselmann

Manfred Stoffers

Chairman of the
Management Board

Vice-Chairman of the
Management Board

Marketing · Communications ·
Political Affairs

Dr. Werner Schroer

Jürgen Stühmeyer

Dieter Kuhlmann

Technology

Merkur Sales

Gaming operations

Alexander Vleeming

Lars Felderhoff

Finance (until 30 June 2018)

Finance (from 1 July 2018)

Foundation‘s Board of Directors:
Armin Gauselmann, Paul Gauselmann and Manfred Stoffers (from l. to r.)
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The consolidated financial statements as at 31
December 2017 and the Gauselmann Group
Management Board Report were audited and
approved and issued with a closing statement
by Dr. Woelke AG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Herford. After reviewing the condensed
consolidated financial statements and Management Board Report, the Supervisory Board concurs with the audit opinion of the auditor and,
after completing its examination, raises no
objections. The Supervisory Board hereby approves the financial statements prepared by the
Management Board.
Prior to publication of this report, there have
been two changes in the composition of the
Management Board. After approximately four
years as a member of the Management Board
for the New Media business segment, Alexander
Martin decided to leave the Gauselmann Group
with effect as of 28 February 2018. We would
like to thank him for his commitment relating
to the issue of digitalisation. The activities of
the Online Gaming and Financial Services segments, for which Mr Martin was responsible,
were subsumed under the management of the

Merkur (development, technology and sales)
and Gaming Operations (operation of online
platforms) business segments. Furthermore,
Lars Felderhoff, who has been with the company for 14 years and is currently Commercial
Director of adp Gauselmann GmbH, will take
over the position of Chief Financial Officer of the
Gauselmann Group on 1 July 2018. The 42-yearold succeeds Alexander Vleeming, who is leaving the company at his own request after ten
years of service. We would also like to thank Mr
Vleeming for the successful years together and
wish him all the best for the future, both professionally and personally.
The Supervisory Board thanks the Family Council, the Management Board and the company’s
senior executives for their successful entrepreneurial work, as well as all employees for their
outstanding commitment and the resulting
excellent achievements in 2017. The positive
overall result cannot be taken for granted given
the background of the difficult conditions in the
German core market.

SUPERVISORY BOARD

SUPERVISION AND ADVICE

The Supervisory Board was kept regularly informed, through oral and written reports, about
the development of the company’s business
and its financial situation. All material business
events and transactions were discussed with
the Management Board in regular meetings.

Manfred Grünewald

Karsten Gauselmann

Max Walberer

Chairman,
Former Managing Partner of
tobaccoland GmbH & Co. KG

Hotelier

Entrepreneur

Espelkamp, May 2018

Manfred Grünewald
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
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